
MINUTES OF THE MEETING
OF

THE NEBRASKA JUDICIAL RESOURCES COMMISSION
September 17, 2020

A public meeting of the Nebraska Judicial Resources
Commission was held on the 17th day of September/ 2020, in Room
1510, State Capitol Building/ in Lincoln/ Nebraska/ with some
Commission members attending by videoconference as provided by
law.

The Chair called the meeting to order in Room 1510 at the
hour of 1 p.m. Roll call by the Chair showed the following members
in attendance:

PRESENT EXCUSED
Justice Stephanie Stacy/ Chair Charles Conrad
Judge Matthew Kahler Robert Slovek
Judge Anne Paine Darlene Starman
Judge John Samson
William Dittrick ABSENT
Timothy Engler Stephen Bader
Roxanne Kracl

Michael Mccarthy
Christopher Nielsen
Robert Parker
Brian Phares

Lori Scherer

Jacqueline Tessendorf

It was moved by Timothy Engler and seconded by Brian Phares
that the minutes of the June 25, 2020 be approved. All present
voting yes/ the minutes were accepted.

The Chair announced that the purpose of the public meeting
was to determine: (1) whether a judicial vacancy exists in the
office of the County Court of the 6th Judicial District as a result
of the retirement of Judge Kurt T. Rager and/ and if sor to

recommend the primary office location of such vacancy; and (2) to
determine whether a judicial vacancy exists in the office of the
Separate Juvenile Court for Lancaster County as a result of the

retirement of Linda S. Porter/ effective August 31, 2020.

Exhibits 1-18 were identified and received for purposes of
the hearing.



The commission first took up whether a judicial vacancy exists
in the office of the County Court of the 6th Judicial District as
a result of the retirement of Judge Kurt T. Rager. Testimony was

offered in support of declaring the vacancy; there was no testimony
offered in opposition to declaring a vacancy. It was moved by Brian
Phares and seconded by Timothy Engler that a vacancy be declared
in the office of County Court of the 6th Judicial District/ and
that the primary office location should be in Dakota City/ Dakota
County/ Nebraska. Voting yes/ all present. Motion unanimously

carried. After the vote/ Bob Parker was excused from the remainder

of the meeting.

The commission next took up whether a judicial vacancy exists
in the office of the Separate Juvenile Court for Lancaster County
as a result of the retirement of Linda S. Porter. Testimony was

offered in support of declaring the vacancy; no testimony was
offered in opposition to declaring a vacancy. It was moved by
Timothy Engler and seconded by Judge Matthew Kahler that a vacancy
be declared in the office of Separate Juvenile Court for Lancaster
County. Voting yes/ 11; 1 abstention. Motion carried.

There being no objection to adjournment/ the Chair thanked
commissioners for their attendance and the meeting was adjourned.

Resp ully sub^l^&ted:

^Hon.^^Shn Sams<

Secretary



AGENDA
JUDICIAL RESOURCES COMMISSION

September 11, 2020 - 1 p.m.

Room 1510, State Capitol/ Lincoln, Nebraska
VIDEO-CONFERENCE MEETING

I. Roll call of members by secretary.

II. Approval of minutes from meeting held on June 25, 2020.

III. Whether/ due to the retirement of Judge Kurt T. Rager/
effective July 31, 2020, a judicial vacancy exists in the
office of the County Court of the 6th Judicial District
and, if so/ recommend the primary office location.

IV. Whether, due to the retirement of Judge Linda S. Porter/
effective August 31, 2020, a judicial vacancy exists in
the office of the Separate Juvenile Court of Lancaster

County.

V. Other matters

VI. Adjournment.



MINUTES OF THE MEETING
OF

THE NEBRASKA JUDICIAL RESOURCES COMMISSION
June 25, 2020

A public meeting of the Nebraska Judicial Resources
Commission was held on the 25th day of June/ 2020, in Room 1510,
State Capitol Building/ in Lincoln/ Nebraska^ with Commission
members attending by telephonic conference as provided by law.

The Chair called the meeting to order in Room 1510 at the

hour of 10 a.m.

The Chair introduced the newest member of the Commission/

Roxanne Kracl/ who was appointed recently by Governor Ricketts to

fill the citizen "at large" seat pursuant to Neb. Rev. Stat. § 24-

1201(3) (Reissue 2016).

Roll call by the Chair showed the following members in
attendance:

PRESENT ABSENT
Justice Stephanie Sfcacy/ Chair Stephen Bader
Judge Matthew Kahler William Dittrick
Judge Anne Paine Christopher Nielsen
Judge John Samson Darlene Starman

Charles Conrad

Timothy Engler
Roxanne Kracl

Michael Mccarthy
Robert Parker

Brian Phares

Lori Scherer

Robert Slovek
Jacqueline Tessendorf

The Chair identified and received into the record Exhibits 1

through 6.

It was moved by Timothy Engler and seconded by Brian Phares
that the minutes of the annual meeting of December 10, 2019 be
approved. All present voting yes/ the minutes were accepted.

The Chair announced that the purpose of the public meeting
was to determine whether a judicial vacancy exists in the office
of the Separate Juvenile Court for Douglas County as a result of

the resignation of Judge Christopher E. Kelly/ effective May I/



2020. Testimony was offered in support of declaring the vacancy by
Judge Chad Brown of the Separate Juvenile Court of Douglas County
and by Raymond Curtis II/ Judicial Administrator for the Separate
Juvenile Court of Douglas County. There was no testimony offered

in opposition to declaring a vacancy.

It was moved by Judge Anne Paine and seconded by Brian Phares

that a vacancy be declared in the office of Separate Juvenile Court

of Douglas County. Voting yes, all present. Motion unanimously

carried.

There being no further business to come before the Commission,

the Chair update commissioners on the current status of the

judicial time study and the anticipated timeline for updated
weighted caseload reports. Commissioners were also reminded of the

remaining quarterly meeting dates^ and were advised that decisions

regarding in-person meetings would be made closer to the scheduled

meeting dates.

There being no objection to adjournment/ the Chair thanked
commissioners for their attendance and the meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully submitted:

Hon. John Samson

Secretary



COUNTY JUDGE
KurtT.Rager

REGISTRARS
Kerri L. Irwin

Sara L. Gunderson

DAKOTA COUNTY COURT
Sixth Judicial District

B;s5i'-fi5?lfii?^!ssytWSJ^^^y U^MSfe^

CLERK MAGISTRATE
Kerri L. Irwin

ASSISTANT CLERK
Sara L. Gunderson

PHONE (402) 987-2145 I PAX (402) 987-2185
P.O. BOX 385

DAKOTA CITY, NEBRASKA 68731

June 29, 2020

The Honorable Pete Ricketts
Governor of Nebraska

P.O. Box 94848

Lincoln, NE 68509-4848

Re: Retirement

Dear Governor Ricketts:

I wish to inform you that I plan to retire from the position of Judge of the Sixth Judicial District
County Court located in Dakota City/ effective the end of the day, July 31, 2020. it has been my
extreme privilege and honor to serve in this capacity for 19 years! I want to thank everyone that

(worked with and the members of the legal community that made myjobsoenjoyabieE

Sincerely/

^
KurtT.Rager
Dakota County Judge

ec: The Honorable Michael G. Heavican

Mr. Corey R. Steel



Linda S. Porter
Judge

Amber Rothe
Bailiff

Shannon CIausen
Courtroom -
Assistant

Separate Juvenile Court
of Lancaster County

JUSTICE and LAW
ENFORCEMENT CENTER
575 SOUTH 10th STREET

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68508
402 / 441.7406

fax: 402, 441-7415

June 1,2020

Governor Pete Ricketts

P.O. Box 94848
Lmcohi,NE 68509

Re: Retirement

Dear Governor Ricketts:

Please accept this letter as notice of my intention to retire as a Judge of the Separate Juvenile
Court of Lancaster County, Nebraska. My last day on the bench will be August 3 1,2020.

It has been an honor and privilege to serve children and families in the state of Nebraska as a
judge these last twenty one years. I have appreciated beyond measure the dedication of my

colleagues, as well as the attorneys, administrative staff, case workers and probation officers that

continue to do this challenging and rewarding work to tiy and improve the lives of our children and
families.

Sincerely,

(^kc^L<U-l'

Judge Linda S. Porter

LSP/adr

Cc: Chief Justice Michael Heavican
Bcc: Corey Steele, court Administrator
Bcc: Judge Roger Heideman



Nebraska Judicial Branch

Weighted Caseload Report

County Courts

Reporting Period
Calendar Year 2019 ji ?
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Nebraska County Courts
Weighted Caseload Report

Calendar Year 2019 (January i, 2019 — December 31, 2019)

This Weighted County Court Caseload Report contains caseload statistics for Nebraska s 93

District Courts, grouped into twelve Judicial Districts. The judiciary of Nebraska currently

assesses the need for judicial positions using a weighted caseload method based on cases opened.

Weighted caseload systems provide objective, standardized determinations of resource needs.

No quantitative judgeship assessment method, including a weighted caseload system will

determine the exact number of judges required within a judicial district. But quantitative

methods, such as weighted caseload can approximate the need for judgeskips and provide

a point of reference or standard for comparing relative need among judicial districts. Other

measures, both qualitative and quantitative, may be used in conjunction with the weighted

caseload standard calculation to support the assessment of judicial need. In particular, should

the standard calculation show the need for afractionaljudge (less than the full-time equivalent),

additional assessments as to the relative workload per judge within a district and travel per

judge may be useful. Also, other useful measures may include analyses of budget constraints,

population trends, and other factors that may dijferentially affect the need for judges across

districts.

Mission of the Nebraska Administrative Cffice of the Courts:

Under the direction of the Nebraska Supreme Court, the Administrative Office of the Courts

mission is to ensure the public has equal access to justice, using leadership, education, technology,

and administrative services to implement consistent, efficient, and effective court practices.

Corey R. Steel | Nebraska State Court Administrator

Nebraska Supreme Court

Rni. 1213 State Capitol | P.O. Box 98910 [ Lincoln, NE 68509
T 402.471.3730 | F 402.471.2197
www. supremecourt. ne. gov

January 1,2019 - December 31,2019



Nebraska County Courts Judicial Needs

Calendar Year 2019 (January 1, 2019 - December 31,2019)

6th District

Judicial Need: 3.48
Actual #: 4

8th District
Judicial Need: 1.99

Actual #: 3

7th District
Judicial Need: 2.38

Actual #: 3
12th District

Judicial Need: 4.18
Actual #: 5

4th District
Judicial Need: 13.50

Actual #: 12

5th District \|
Judicial Need: 3.89

Actual #: 5 /f9th District
Judicial Need: 3.76

Actual #: 4
^ llth District
Judicial Need; 4.46

3rd District
Judicial Need: 6.80

Actual ft: 7

2nd District

Judicial Need: 3.53
AchiaU:4

10th District
Judicial Need: 2.61

Actual #: 3 1st District
Judicial Need: 2.64

Actual^: 3

January 1,2019 - December 31,2019



Weighted Caseload Report
1st Judicial District - County Court

County court need for judges: 2.64

Current number of judges: 3

Predicted judicial resources need by county Primary Counties Served by
1st District Judges

Maschman
Nemaha

Pawnee

Richardson

Bauer
Jefferson

Saline

Thayer
Timm

Gage
Johnson

Weighted Cases by County

Thayer

Saline

Richardson

Pawnee

Nemaha

Johnson

Jefferson

Gage

12,944

27,880

22,550

6,073

13,368
i

10,325

16,838

57,931

0 10,000 20,000 30,000 40/000 50,000 60,000 70,000

January 1,2019 - December 31,2019



Weighted Caseload Report
2nd Judicial District - County Court

County court need for judges: 3.53
Current number of judges: 4

Predicted judicial resources need by county Primary Counties Served by
2nd District Judges

Freeman
Sarpy

Hutton
Sarpy

Partsch
Cass
Otoe

Wester
Sarpy

Weighted Cases by County

Sarpy 217/232

Otoe 31,934

Cass 36,237

50,000 100,000 150,000 200,000 250,000

*Sarpy County Juvenile Judge Robert 0 Neal hears all Otoe County Juvenile Cases. Sarpy County Juvenile Judge
Lawrence D. Gendler hears all Cass County Juvenile Cases.
(Juvenile cases have been removed from Otoe and Cass County weighted cases and added to Sarpy County weighted
cases.)

5 January 1, 2019" December 31,2019



Weighted Caseload Report
3rd Judicial District - County Court

County court need for judges: 6.80

Current number of judges: 7

Predicted judicial resources need Judges Serving the 3rd District
County Court

Acton

Dalton

Parsley

Phillips
Reuter

Yardley
Zimmerman

Weighted Cases by Case Type

68,115

Adoption i 4,488

Small Claims | 4,430

Probate

Civil

Traffic ^— 32,584

Misdemeanor

Felony gj^^j^^^ 69/675

153,440

241,524

Domestic relations (referred cases) • 10,758

50,000 100,000 150,000 200,000 250,000 300,000

January 1,2019 - December 31,2019



Weighted Caseload Report
4th Judicial District - County Court

County court need for judges: 13.50

Current number of judges; 12

Predicted judicial resources need Judges Serving the 4th District

County Court

Forsberg

Hansen

Harmon

Hendrix

Hub er

Keim

Lohaus

Lowe

Marcuzzo

McDermott

Shearer

Vaughn

Weighted Cases by CaseType

Adoption | 9,438

Small Claims B 10,420

Probate —^— 113,943

Civil

Traffic ^^B 49,988

Misdemeanor

Felony ^^—^^^B 136,000

Domestic relations (referred cases) ^— 51,711

282,100

463,176

100,000 200,000 300,000 400,000 500,000

January 1,2019 - December 31,2019



Weighted Caseload Report
5th Judicial District - County Court

County court need for judges: 3.89

Current number of judges: 5

Predicted judicial resources need by county

Weighted Cases by County

York I

Seward

Saunders

Polk

Platfce

Nance

Merrick

Hamilton

Co If ax

Butler

Boone

35,588

28,805

31,985

10,576

4,235

6,524

Primary Counties Served by
5th District Judges

Caster Senff
Hamilton

York
Twiss

Merrick

Nance

Boone

Polk
Lange

Colfax
Saunders

Petersen

Seward

Butler

Conflict Cases in Saunders

Skorupa
Platte

75,388

0 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 60,000 70,000 80,000

8 January 1,2019 - December 31,2019



Weighted Caseload Report
6th Judicial District - County Court

County court need for judges; 3.48

Current number of judges: 4

Predicted judicial resources need by county

Cedar
.32 D ixo n

.25
Dakota

Thurston
.25

Primary Counties Served by
6th District Judges

Luebe
Cedar

D boon

Thurston

Dakota one to two days per
month and Dodge as needed

Rager
Dakota

Vacant
Burt

Washington

Vampola
Dodge

Dodge
1.15 Washington

.55

Weighted Cases by County

Washington

Thurston

Dodge

Dixon

Dakota

Cedar

Burt

35,959

7,324

7,162

13,716

13,512

20,000

42,281

95,336

40,000 60,000 80,000 100,000 120,000

January 1,2019 - December 31,2019



Weighted Caseload Report
7th Judicial District - County Court

County court need for judges: 2.38

Current number of judges: 3

Predicted judicial resources need by county

Knox

.22

Antelope
.22

Pierce Wayne
.22 . .28

Madison | Stanton ' Cuming
.90 i .26 : .28

Weighted Cases by County

Wayne

Stanton

Pierce

Madison

Knox

Cuming

Antelope

Primary Counties Served by
7th District Judges

Long
Cuming
Stanton

Madison (33.3%)
UB Staffer

Pierce

Wayne

Madison (33.3%)
•n Taylor

Antelope

Knox

Madison (33.3%)

16,331 . '

15,197

10,355 :

77,659

10,701

17,093

11,261

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 60,000 70,000 80,000 90,000

10 January 1,2019 - December 31,2019



Weighted Caseload Report
8th Judicial District - County Court

County court need for judges: 1.99
Current number of Judges: 3

Predicted judicial resources need by county Primary Counties Served by
8th District Judges

Keya Paha

GhiT Brown Rock

Weighted

Wheeler U

Sherman

Rock

Loup •

Keya Paha • 593

Howard

Holt

Greeley

Garfield

Custer

Cherry

Brown

Boyd

Blaine ^

.08

Blaine [-'Uoup^
t-^Sr^

Cases by County

1,101 '

Custer.
^.^^ .^' ^fi;; ^'

^-?''":B "tju?' -.'".-'-;•:"

h-^^;4-V:-^ <^,-<^.-
K^-.^^..r:'-.^-:i-.

•'.?;'-:-^;r/l-*'<-.^: --•• •^.

I,

7,295

2,34p

1,196

593

10,415

20,053

2,774

3,412

11,527

7,785

2,695

1,373

Boyd

Holt
.26

•Gal-fieldlWheelerl
|y:09'^ .07

Valley Greeley]
.15 .09

ii
•IL,?'-' ' -'•-'-'' 11J.:>'^'<:*^

^fTermanj[?H6\A^rc
"*'--;<..'-:-.? ^ •'•! f^*^'':'^^

r'^s p?^^

^B Burdick
Boyd
Holt

Wheeler

Greeley
VaUey

Jf Orr
Cherry

Keya Paha
Brown

Rock
Blaine

Loup
IMM Schendt

Custer
Garfield
Howard

Howard Juvenile

29,565

5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000 30,000 35,000

11 January 1,2019 - December 31,2019



Weighted Caseload Report
9th Judicial District - County Court

County court need for judges: 3.76

Current number of judges: 4

Predicted judicial resources need by county

Buffalo
1.52

Hall
2.25

Primary Counties Served by
9th District Judges

a
a

Jorgensen

Buffalo
Rademacher

Buffalo
Hall one day per week

CoreyIII
Hall

Wetzel
Hall

Weighted Cases by County

Hall 194,445

Buffalo 122,180

50,000 100,000 150,000 200/000 250,000

12 January 1,2019 - December 31,2019



Weighted Caseload Report
10th Judicial District - County Court

County court need for judges: 2.61

Current number of judges: 3

Predicted judicial resources need by county Primary Counties Served by
10th District Judges

Phelps
.34

Harlan
.17

Kearney I Adams
! 1.03

Franklin ; Webster
.15

Fillmore
.20

Nuckolls
.16

Weighted Cases by County

6,264

24,265

20,000 40,000 60,000 80,000

91,880

100,000

Hoeft
Adams (24%)

Franklin (50%)
Harlan (100%)
Kearney (52%)

Phelps (69%)
Webster (44%)

Mead
"Adams (37%)

Clay (31%)
Franklin (50%)

Fillmore (8%)
Kearney (24%)
Nuckolls (56%)

Phelps(31%)
Webster (56%)

Burns
Adams (39%)

Clay (69%)
Fillmore (92%)
Kearney (24%)
Nuckolls (44%)

13 January 1,2019 - December 31,2019



Weighted Caseload Report
11th Judicial District - County Court

County court need for judges: 4.46

Current number of judges: 5

Predicted judicial resources need by county

Arthur
.07

Keith
.47

Perkins

Chase
.13

Dundy

Hooker Thomas
.08

McPherson Logan
.07 .09

Lincoln
1.38

Primary Counties Served by
11th District Judges

Dawson

;k}^?i
,?)

Frontier Gosper
.13

l!ill^ln?^t<iH^Tal\v^llto.W/|! I;l!S|rlii'?
.m ." l! . .^ • il ,.ir^

Weighted Cases by County

Thomas N 1,447
Red Wilfow

Perkins « 5,741
McPherson 457

Logan • 1,833
Lincoln

Keith •

Wiglitman
Dawson

Gosper

Jay
Hooker

Lincoln
Logan

McPherson

Thomas

Conflict Cases in Keith
Paine
Furnas

Hayes
Hitchcock

Red Willow
Conflict Cases in Dawson

Steenberg
Arthur
Chase

Dundy
Keith

Perkins

Tumbull
Conflict Cases in Dawson

Frontier

Lincoln
27,741

128,632

39,160
Hooker i 886

Hitch cock an 7,069

Hayes • 1,484
Gosper a 4,421
Furnas ^« 9,678

Frontier i 5,786
Dundy • 3,355

Dawson

Chase n 5,798

84,128

Arthur ; 296

20,000 40,000 60,000 80,000 100,000 120,000 140,000

14 January 1, 2019 - December 31,2019



Weighted Caseload Report
12th Judicial District - County Court

County court need for judges: 4.18

Current number of judges: 5

Predicted judicial resources need by county

Dawes

Sioux
.14

Sheridan

Scotts Bluff
1.49

Banner

.13

Kimball
.23

^^•llill

Cheyenne
.42

Garden

Duel
.18

Primary Counties Served by
12th District Judges

Harford
Dawes

Sioux

Sheridan
Wess

BoxButte
Grant

MorriU
Roland

Cheyenne

Deuel

Garden

Kimball
Worden

Banner

Scotts Bluff
Mickey

Banner

Scotts Bluff

134,676

Weighted Cases by County

Sioux • 1,588

Sheridan i^n 13,707

Scotts Bluff ^^—

Morrill ^^a 14,419

Kimball i^ 10,586

Grant I 707

Garden a 5,269

Deue! i» 5,906

Dawes ^^^^*a 24,106

Cheyenne ^^^n^— 29,466

BoxButte ^^^—— 31,193

Banner I 1,239

0 20,000 40,000 60,000 80,000 100,000 120,000 140,000 160,000

15 January 1,2019 - December 31,2019



Nebraska Judicial Branch

Weighted Caseload Report

Separate Juvenile Courts

Reporting Period
Calendar Year 2019 pF
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Nebraska Separate Juvenile Courts
Weighted Caseload Report

Calendar Year 2019 (Januai*y i, 2019 — December 31, 2019)

This Weighted Separate Juvenile Court Caseload Report contains caseload statistics for

Nebraska's three separate Juvenile Courts. The judiciaiy of Nebraska currently assesses the need

for judicial positions using a weighted caseload method based on cases opened. Weighted caseload

systems provide objective, standardized determinations of resource needs.

No quantitative judgeskip assessment method, including a weighted caseload system, will

determine the exact number of judges required within a judicial district. But quantitative

methods, such as weighted caseload can approximate the need for judgeships and provide

apoint of reference or standard for comparing relative need among judicial districts. Other

measures, both qualitative and quantitative, may be used in conjunction with the weighted

caseload standard calculation to support the assessment of judicial need. In particular, should

the standard calculation show the need for afractionaljudge (less than the full-time equivalent),

additional assessments as to the relative workload per judge within a district and travel per

judge may be useful. Also, other useful measures may include analyses of budget consti^aints^

population trends, and other factors that may differentially affect the need for judges across

distificts.

Under the direction of the Nebraska Supreme Court, the Administrative Office of the Courts

mission is to ensure the public has equal access to justice, using leadership, education, technology,

and administrative services to implement consistent, efficient, and effective court practices.

Corey R. Steel J Nebraska State Court Administrator
Nebraska Supreme Court

Rm. 1213 State Capitol | P.O. Box 98910 | Lincoln, NE 68509
T 402.471,3730 j F402.47l.2i97
www.supremecourt.ne. gov



Weighted Caseload Report
Separate Juvenile Courts

County court need for judges: 11.94

Current number of judges: 12

Predicted judicial resources need by county

Lancaster

2.76

Judges of the Separate Juvenile Courts

Sarpy County - and District
Gendler (Cass County Juvenile Cases)
0 Neal (Otoe County Juvenile Cases)

Lancaster County - 3rd District
Heideman

Porter

Ryder
Vacant

Douglas County - 4th District
Brown

Daniels

Kahler
KeUy

Schuchman

Stevens

Weighted Cases by County

Douglas 638,782

Lancaster 221,073

Sarpy 125,298

100,000 200,000 300,000 400,000 500,000 600,000 700,000

January 1,2019 - December 31,2019



Nebraska
(<Helpi\

ar Association
help people

September 9, 2020

The Honorable Stephanie F. Stacy
Nebraska Supreme Court Justice
State Capitol, #2219
Lincoln, NE 68509

Dear Justice Stacy:

On behalf of the NSBA Judicial Resources Committee ("the Committee"), I wish to convey to the
members of the Judicial Resources Commission our recommendation regarding the vacancy in the
Office of the Separate Juvenile Court of Lancaster County, due to the retirement of Judge Linda S.
Porter and the vacancy in the County Court of the 6th Judicial District, due to the retirement of Judge

Kurt T. Rager.

The Committee met on September 9th and weighed a number of factors including caseload, case types
and most importantly, access to the trial courts for Nebraska citizens. Members of the Committee also
had available, the Judicial Weighted Caseload Reports ("Judicial Workload Assessment") which
included statistics through 2019, and a draft of the forthcoming update to the Judicial Workload
Assessment. Based upon this discussion the Committee concluded that the State's justice system will
not have adequate judicial resources available unless the current vacancies are filled expeditiously.

Therefore, the Committee recommends that the current vacancy in the Office of the Separate Juvenile
Court of Lancaster county be filled, with the principle office in Lancaster County. Also, that tiie
current vacancy in the County Court of the 6th Judicial District be filled, with the principle office in
Dakota County.

Thank you for your consideration of the recommendations set forth herein. Please include this letter
with the materials provided to the members of the Judicial Resources Commission ahead of your

September 17th meeting.

Sincerely,

Steven F. Mattoon
NSBA President

Cc: Corey Steel
Liz Neeley
Hon. PaTricia Freeman

635 South 14th Street "Ste 200- Lincoln, Nebraska 68508
(402) 475-7091 ~ FAX (402) 475-7098 ~ www.nebar.com



WINNEBAGO TRIBE OF NEBRASKA
P.O. Box 687 • Winnebago, Nebraska 68071 - PH: 402-878-2272 • Fax: 402-878-2963

Visit us at: www.winnebagotribe.com

August 25, 2020

Nebraska Supreme Court Clerk (Jackie.hladik(%nebraska.eov)
c/o Supreme Court Justices
1445 K Street
Room 2214, State Capitol
Lincoln, NE 68508

Re: Allocation of Judicial Resources and Services in Rural Nebraska

Dear Supreme Court Justices:

I submit this letter for consideration regrading decisions being made that directly impact our tribal
children and all the children of Nebraska who reside in rural communities. I write to you as the
collective body who provides administrative leadership for the state judicial system. I have learned
that you may be meeting tomorrow to discuss allocation of judicial resources and access to the

courts which will directly or indirectly impact over one third of the stated population. It is my
understanding that there is consideration to not fill judicial vacancies in rural communities and
reduce funding/access to programs and resources in rural communities. Such decisions will have

dire consequences for our Tribal members and will likely place the state in violation of state and
federal laws.

I understand the location of programs and resources are naturally greater in the metropolitan areas.
However, it does not mean they are any more necessary. We have had children in the juvenile
courts in Douglas and Lancaster counties. And we have had children in the juvenile courts in

Dakota, Dixon, Thurston, and Platte counties. The cases in Douglas^and Lancaster counties are
not any more complex than our rural cases. The needs for our children in Omaha and Lincoln are

not any greater than the needs for our children in the rural areas. In fact, the opposite is true. The

rural cases are more complex and more difficult because of the lack of support and resources
available to our children. We are trying to do the same work in the rural communities with much

less judicial time and access to resources.

Tribal children face great needs and the state faces an absolute responsibility to afford these
children with active efforts to prevent removal from their parental homes, and when removal is

necessary, to then reunite these children with their custodial parents. What is happening with the
reduction in judges and the increase in cases, is these children are not getting the adequate time
allotment they deserve to have their matters heard before the judges in a timely manner, who can

make the decisions and ensure state and federal laws are complied with. Hearings get started to
comply with federal timelines, but then are continued with no resolution for these kids.

Of equal concern, is these children are not getting the resources necessary to comply with state
and federal law. Case after case, DHHS or probation make recommendations for the wellbeing of



children only for the Court to have to continue the case because there are no resources available to

fulfill the needs. In the interim the children sit in limbo with minimal, to no, services.

It is easy to dismiss general comments so let me give you a very specific case for illustration. With

the retirement of Judge Rager, Dakota County must rely upon other County Court Judges to cover

a very full Dakota County docket. These County Court Judges already have their own dockets that
they are trying to effectively administer. Stretching them thinner is not providing the necessary
legal oversight for anyone, let alone children. On July 29, 2020, a 13-year-old child was placed
in detention in Woodbury County, Iowa because there was nowhere for him to be placed in
Nebraska, that state he resides in. The goal was that he would only be in detention for a couple of
days. Judge Rager continued the dispositional hearing because there was nothing he could order
on July 29, 2020, other than detention in Woodbury County as there were no placement options.

The next time this child could get into court was August 24, almost a month later. He could not
get into court earlier because the docket was full. So, for almost a month this child has sat in
detention. Why? Because the state has failed him. It has failed him by not allowing him to get
before a Judge sooner. It has failed him because the facilities that local probation has worked
tirelessly with to get him into, are constantly pointing the finger to a different facility and denying
this child access to services. What is the state's defense to not providing this child with active
efforts towards reunification? Is it that the judge in Dakota County should be able to process his
case in half as much time as a judge sitting in Omaha? And so the delay is on the judge for not
pushing the juvenile cases through fast enough in Dakota County? This child needs help and his
custodian, the State of Nebraska, is failing him.

So, what was the outcome of the case yesterday for this 13-year-old boy? His dispositional hearing
was continued again. He was taken away in handcuffs. Why? Because there are no resources and

programs available to him. And there is not enough judicial time afforded to the Court to try and
find workable solutions. If this case were in Lancaster County or Douglas County, it would have

been set on the docket for a minimum of 30 minutes but could have been up to a couple of hours.

The Judge would have been available before the hearing either in a FTM setting or informal
conference where issues could be discussed and worked through. But because this child is m

Dakota County, his hearing was set at the same time as several other matters. There was not

opportunity to informally brainstorm with the Judge. Why? Simply because he lives in a different
county? It is not because his needs are less (they are actually more). And so, he will sit in
detention until September 9, 2020, and we will all try again. This 13-year-old child is caught in a
broken system where he is told to hold on and wait, while his caretaker, the State of Nebraska, and
its agencies try and figure out when there will be a judge to hear his case, and when that day comes
if there will even be judicial time to brainstorm resources available for him. And please know, he
is not the exception. His story is what has become the normal for our rural children. When they
are at their most vulnerable and in need of the most help, the state is not there for them.

I am very concerned for all children of this great state if resources are not funded for rural families
and children are not afforded equal access to the courts and to programs and assistance. I

understand the dynamics of our society today and our youth. The percentage of youth in need is a
lot higher. So, I ask what is the state doing to address these needs, especially for our rural children
and families?



If there are conversations or decisions being made on the necessity of replacement of rural judges,

such as Judge Rager, I emphatically request that before the decision is made, that the decision
makers come and sit in the courts affected by a refusal to fill that vacancy to understand the

difficulties the families and the children face in just getting into the court. I then request the
decision makers stay long enough to understand that once these children get into the court, there
are not even resources available to them. We are all vested with the legal obligations to do what

is in the best interest of the children. I hope and pray for the children affected by your decisions
that their best interest is not simply pushed to the side because of judicial realignment and/or lack
of funding for rural programs.

Thank you for your consideration.

Coly Brown, Chairman
Winnebago Tribal Council



Matthew J. Connealy II
Direct No.: 712-224-7556

mconnealy@craryhuff.com

CRARY HUFF 329 PIERC^TuR<K^.UAliMo?
Attorneys at Law ^uuAuir,i

CRARYHUFF.COM
PHONE:712.277.4561

FAX: 712.277.4605

September 2, 2020

Judicial Resources Commission
Attn: Commission Chair
Sent via email only: Dawn.Mussmann@nebraska.gov

Re: Written Testimony of Matthew J. Connealy for the Public Hearing on Thursday, September
17,2020 at 1:00 pm Regarding the Judicial Vacancy for the County Court of the 6th Judicial
District

Dear Judicial Resources Commission:

Please accept this letter as my written testimony for the public hearing to be held on Thursday, September
17, 2020 at 1:00 pm regarding the judicial vacancy for the County Court of the 6th Judicial District,

I was born and raised In Northeast Nebraska, I attended the University of Nebraska College of Law, and
I Joined the Crary Huff law firm in 2006 as my first job out of law school. From my first day as a lawyer,
I was actively engaged with die County Court of the 6th Judicial District. My firm had an office located in
South Sioux City, Nebraska and we represented various clients located in the 6th District.

During the initial years of my practice, I represented clients in various civil and criminal cases before the
County Court. I spent countless hours in the courtrooms of the Honorable Judges Kurt Rager and Douglas
Luebe, and I witnessed the large caseloads carried by these Judges and their staffs, as well as the various
other demands upon their time and resources.

My practice has since evolved to one exclusively relating to estate planning and administration. A

significant portion of my current practice involves Nebraska probate and trust administration matters over
which the County Court of the 6th Judicial District has jurisdiction. My practice and my clients greatly

depend upon the efficiency and skill of the County Judges and Clerks of the 6 Judicial District with
handling probate and trust administration cases. My clients are able to move through an extremely difficult
time in their lives, and I am able to successfully assist them in do so, in large part because of that same
efficiency and skill of our local Nebraska County Courts.

The 6th Judicial District includes Dakota City and South Sioux City, Nebraska. These cities are part of a

much larger tri-state metropolitan area known as "Siouxland" that includes Sioux City, Iowa, North Sioux
City, South Dakota and Dakota Dunes, South Dakota. Due to the large population of the greater
metropolitan area, I believe that the demands upon the 6th Judicial District are much higher than a
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comparably sized judicial district in Nebraska. Dakota City is the home of the Tyson Foods and Empirical
Foods processing plants, which employ thousands of citizens from inside and outside of the 6 Judicial
District who travel through and work in the District daily. These employment opportunities result in a ever

increasing and diverse population In the 6l District that rely heavily upon the services of the County Court.

Based on the forgoing, it is my firm conviction that a judicial vacancy exists in the 6 Judicial District
and that the citizens of the District will be denied access to justice if the judicial vacancy is not filled by
the Commission.

Sincerely,
1

..'-''?' ..

< „ --1

Matthew Connealy

MJC
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Quality of
A Cardinal Rule

September 8, 2020

State Capitol Building
12th Floor

Lincoln/ NE 68509

The City of South Sioux City is in total support of replacing a very well
respected Judge Kurt T. Rager in the County Court of the 6th Judicial District Being

from a three state area of Nebraska Iowa and South Dakota; we are besieged with

crime from emanating from all three locations. Our traffic across our bridges exceeds

50/000 vehicles per day; making access across state lines simple. I believe this is

about 20% of all traffic crossing between Iowa and Nebraska,

We believe a qualified judge will continue to benefit both our area and the
State of Nebraska and look forward to your selection for the replacement of Judge

Rager.

Sincerely,

Rod Koch
Mayor of City of South Sioux City/ Nebraska

ScudiShweCiy

bldl|bri City of South Sioux City, Nebraska
1615 First Avenue, South Sioux City, Nebraska 68776-2245

Phone: 402-494-7500 Fax; 402-494-7527 TTD: 402-494-7500 ext 339
www.southsiouxcity.org
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John M. Hines

Direct No.: 712-224-7550

jhines@craryhuff.com

329 PIERCE STREET, SUITE 200

Attorneys at Law ^u/^iiT,.

CRARYHUFF.COM
PHONE: 7^2.277.4561

FAX: 712.277.4605

September 8, 2020

Judicial Resources Commission
Attn: Commission Chair

Sent via email only: Dawn.Mussmann@nebraska.gov

Re: Written Testimony of John M. Hines for the Public Hearing on Thursday, September

17, 2020 at 1:00 pm Regarding the Judicial Vacancy for the County Court of the 6th
Judicial District

Dear Judicial Resources Commission:

Please accept this letter as my written testimony for the public hearing to be held on Thursday, September
17, 2020 at 1:00 pm regarding the judicial vacancy for the County Court of the 6th Judicial District.

I attended Creighton University of School of Law, and I joined the Crary Huff law firm in 2019 as my
second job out of law school. Prior to joining Crary Huff, I worked for one year as a Judicial Law Clerk
in the Iowa District Court for District 2, based in Story County, Iowa, then as law clerk for former Chief
Judge David Danilson of the Iowa Court of Appeals.

Since joining Crary Huff, I have represented clients in various cases before the County Court, particularly
on behalf of the several Nebraska Cities and Villages the firm represents. I have seen firsthand the volume
of cases handled by Honorable Judges Kurt Rager and Douglas Luebe, and their staffs. Based on my
experience at the Iowa District Court as a law clerk, it is apparent the Nebraska judges take on far greater
obligations with fewer resources than their Iowa counterparts.

Although I am still relatively new to private practice, I anticipate my utilization of the County Court will
continue to grow — particularly as my role in prosecuting municipal violations continues to expand.
Already, I would estimate roughly 80% of all of my court appearances since joining Crary Huff occurred
at the County Court. My practice and my clients rely upon the County Judges and Clerks of the 6th Judicial
District.

Undoubtedly, the State must contend with a growing need foijudges and access to courts while managing
a limited pool of resources. Respectfully, the 6th Judicial District is a poor candidate for reallocating those
limited resources. Based on the above, it is my belief that a judicial vacancy exists in the 6th Judicial
District, and it would be a great detriment to ensuring access to justice if the judicial vacancy is not filled
by the Commission.
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JMH

Sincerely,

,^/ M // ^-//^_ ^' V ^<^'L————

John M. Hines



PATRICK F.CONDON
LANCASTER COUNTY ATTORNEY

ww\v.lancaster.ne.gov/179/County-Attomey

September 14, 2020

Honorable Stephanie F. Stacy, Judicial Resources Commission Chair
Nebraska Supreme Court

State Capitol Building, Room 2219
Lincoln, NE 68509

Re; Whether a judicial vacancy exists in the office, of the Separate Juvenile Court of Lancaster
County; Judicial Resources Commission Meeting to be held on September 17, 2020

Dear Justice Stacy and Commission Members:

On behalf of the Lancaster County Attorney's Office, 1 write to urge members of the Judicial

Resources Commission- to declare a vacancy in the Separate Juvenile Couil of Lancaster County

so that it may be filled immediately. It remains my belief that maintaining four judges in GUI'
Juvenile Court is critical to ensure timely access to justice and contmued progress in the juvenile
justice reform efforts occurring in Lancaster County,

In the context of juvenile courts, it is my duty as County Attorney to ensure the enforcement of

fhe Constitution of the United States, the Constitution of the State of Nebraska, and the laws of
the State of Nebraska for the health, safety, security and welfare of our children and families. My

officers Juvenile Division, comprised presently of six full-time attorneys and two support staff, is
tasked with accomplishing this mission by reviewing, evaluating, coordmating, and ultimately

filing when appropriate or required cases in the Separate Juvenile Court of Lancaster County.
My office s juvenile court filings are comprised of three main categories: status offenses, law

violations, and neglect/dependency cases.

Without approval of a fourth judge for the Separate Juvenile Court of Lancaster County, I would
have concerns about the immediate reduction injustice access for each of these extremely
important case types. Gui' county has worked hard as part of the Through the Eyes of the Child

Initiative to collaborate between the judiciary, defense attorneys, law enforcement, and other
stakeholders to ensure efficient use of judicial resources on those cases that truly require court

intervention and services. As referenced more completely in my December 2019 letter to this
Commission, these court-led initiatives are showing positive returns and we look forward to their
continued full implementation.

To drastically reduce access to those services now by failing to declare a vacancy would limit

timely access to the courts for our habitually truant youth, our high-risk law violators, and our
abused and neglected children. This timely access to justice is critical to ensure that the
statutorily imposed timelines are met for our youth detained m secure detention, for speedy
adjudlcations of allegations involving abuse or neglect and ensuring timely permanency for

575 South 10th Street/Lincohi,NE 68508/402.441.7321 /Pax: 402.441.7336



those cases in which trials are necessary to address motions to terminate parental rights and

provide permanency for children languishing In foster care.

I strongly support and request that the Commission declare the vacancy immediately.

Sincei

'PATRICK RCONDON
LANCASTER COUNTY ATTORNEY

ec: Dawn.Mussmann@nebraska.gov



Theresa Emmett
Juvenile Court Administrator

Separate Juvenile Coutt of Lancaster County
Justice and Law Enforcement Centejc

575 South 10th Street, 4th Floor

Lincoln NE 68508

MEMO

DATE: September 15, 2020

FROM: Theresa Emmert
Juvenile Court Administrator

RE: Lancaster County Juvenile Court statistics

New Filings (includes supplemental petitions)

Total
Law Violations

Abuse and Neglect (3a)
Truancy and Ungovernable (3b)

7/1/18-
12/31/18
475
336
93
46

1/1/19-
6/30/19
504
249
110
145

7/1/19-
12/31/19
473
275
126
47

1/1/20-
6/30/20
352
193
100
59

Abuse and Neglect (3a) cases
Current number of open cases - 372
Current number of juveniles - 648

Law Violation and Truancy/Ungovernabie (3b) cases
Number of Juveniles on Active Probation - 387
Number of Juvenile Intakes -128

All case types (Abuse and Neglect, Law Violation, Truancy and Ungovernable)
Number of children in out of home placements as of 9/1/2020 - 477

Attachments:
Population Trends: Report from Kids Count in Nebraska (pp. 2-6)
Preliminary Weighted Caseload Data (pp. 7-12)
Juvenile Judges Committees and Commission Assignments (p. 13)

temtrtert@la acaster.ne.gov http://lancastet:.ne.gov/}uvemle Ph: (402) 441-5646
Fax: (402) 441-5614



POPULATION

NEBRASKA RURALITY CLASSIFICATIONS (2018)1

IIL

Based on the current population

distribution of Nebraska, counties
are split into five categories:

The Big 3'; Douglas, Lancaster. Sarpy

10 Other metropolitan counties: Cass,
B Dakota, Dwon, Hati, Hamilton, Howard,

Merrier Saunders, Seward, Washington

9 Micropolitan central counties: Adams,
B Buffalo, Dawson, Dodge, Gage, Lincoln.

Madison, Platte, Scotts Bluff

20 Nonmetropolitan counties that have
a city between 2,500 and 9,999 residents

51 Nonmetropolitan counties that do
not have a city >2,500 residents

NEBRASKA POPULATION BY RURALITY CLASSIFICATION (2018)1

9%
Nonmetropolitan
counties that do not have
a city >2,500 residents

10%
Nonmetropofitan
counties that have a
city between 2,500
and 9,999 residents

16%
Micropoiitan
central counties

10%
Other
metropolitan
counties

PERCENT OF TOTAL
POPUIATIOM

The "Big 3" Counties

10;'fo

Nonmetropoiitan counties that do
not have a city >2.500 residents

9.6%

Nonmetropoiitan counties
thai have a city between
2,500 and 9.999 residents

15.6%

Micropolitan
central counties

Other metropolitan counties

The "Big 3" Counties r";F™—•• —T-'-'-^—t-

h^A.UiCf i'(:^l/tUl?iJ;.i I

[• ^'^^^I'.^l]

56.4%
OF NEBRASKA

KIDS LIVE IN
THE /tBlG 3//

COUNTIES.2

15.7%
OF NEBRASKANS

WERE 65 OR
OLDER IN 2018 z

THIS IS EXPECTED

TO INCREASE TO

27.0% BY 2050,

NEBRASKA POPULATION BY AGE (2018)2

UNDER 19 YEARS | 26.1% 19-64 YEARS I 58.2% c->'^- yi;A^S ! 'jS.7%

f. U.S. Census Bureau, Pop.jl^ion Estiir^ic:- PfOgra'n. .luty !. 2018 i^iinutcs, T^hitf PEPAGKSEX: Ct'nfoi ht fnhhc A^nr. ^(.'.wh, UNO. M;bros^

Diffet-ences Between Afetro <3"d Mon/ne'Ero^r^s.
2. U.S. Census Bureau, Annua! Estimates of the Re'.kieiitPvpuhlton uy Sii^]!^ Yv.if Afje by S^.Jiily I. 2018 F.^liii^tw T»hie PEPS\'ASEX.

';(?-'•? KI-^S COL-,'fT R£POf<T



Total population (2013 & 2017)

SUlc

2013

2017

[twntwr

1,867,414

1,920.078

Hl(httt county

By number

By percent change

2017

Dsuglas

Banner

lonest county

By number

By percent change

201T

Aithur

Sioux

Adams

Antelope

Arthur

Banner

Blalne

Soone

Box Butta

Boyd

Bnwn

Buffalo

Burt

BuUer

Cass

Cedar

Chase

Cherry

Cheyenne

Clay

Col fax

Cumlng

Cusief

Dakota

Oawes

Dawson

Deuel

Dixon

Owlge

Douglas

Oundy

H!l more

Franhltn

2013

31,547

6.471

454

679

470

5,399

11,297

2,01S

2,959

flS.OSO

6,568

8,230

25,293

8.624

3.978

5.754

10,066

6,35$

10,461

9,013

10.832

20,802

9,065

24,073

1,933

5.807

36,508

537.527

1,958

5,636

3.065

2017

31,678

6,3B2

457

742

482

5.352

10.8BS

1,977

3,014

49,732

6,535

8.053

25,889

8,530

3,971

5,818

9,676

6,203

10.S8S

9,042

10.897

20,186

8,890

23,703

1.883

5.754

36,70T

6B1,620

1.801

5,582

2,890

ItChanga

0.4%

.1.7%

0.7%

93K

2.6X

.0.9%

•3.6»

-L9%

1.9%

3.5%

-0.5%

.2.2%

2.4%

-Ll%

•O.T*

1.1%

.3.9%

-2.4%

1.2%

0.3%

0.6%

-3.0%

.1.9%

.1.5%

.2.1%

.0.9%

0.5%

AS%

-8,0%

.1.0%

.2.4%

Total population (2017)

•nifla
450-2,499 s_} 2,500-5,439 5.500-9,999 |§ 10,000-59,399 ^ 60,000-t

Frontier

Fuinas

Gage *

Garden

Garfield

Gosper

Grant

Gie^tey

Hall

Hamilton

Hsilan

Hsyes

Hllthcodt

Holt

Hooker

Hawaid

Jefferson

Johreon

Kearney

KeiW

Keya Paha

Kim&sll

Knox

Lancaster

Uncolft

Logan

LOUB

Madison

McPherson

Merfltk

Morrill

2013

2,718

4.832

21,726

1.923

2,023

2,017

633

2,483

60,613

9.123

3,502

945

2,855

10.384

731

6,337

7.511

5.163

6.486

8.159

7$i

3,6S5

8.556

297528

35.950

777

587

35,178

529

T.826

4,926

2017

2.631

fl.780

31,601

1.90S

2,016

2,028

e49

2.374

61,519

9.207

3.443

893

2.834

10,202

674

6,437

7,178

5.1B5

6,530

8,072

793

3.619

8,472

314,358

35,280

768

609

35,144

499

7,882

4.836

SCtiangs

.3.1%

.1.154

.0.6%

-0.9%

-0.3%

0.5%

2.6%

•4.4K

1.5%

0.9S

-1.7ft

-5.5%

-0.7%

-1.8%

-7.8%

1,6S

-4.4%

0.4%

0.7%

-1.1%

0,3%

-2.1%

.1.0%

5.7K

.1.9%

.1.2%

3.7%

•0.1%

•5/7S

0.7%

-1.8%

hance

Nemaha

Nuchdls

Oioe

Fawnee

PeiMns

Phelps

PiefW

Ptatts

Polk

Red V/iltow

Rlcfiardson

Rock

Sa line

Sarpy

Saundefs

Scotts Bluff

Seward

Sheridan

Sherman

Sioux

Stanton

Thayer

Thomas

Thufston

Valley

Washington

Wayne

Webster

Whedef

Yofft

2019

3.559

7,149

4.384

15.700

2,750

2,893

9,182

7,180

32.630

5.247

11.056

8,132

M41

14,332

169,095

20.8SO

36,855

16.994

5,209

3,061

1,330

6,088

5,179

70S

6,875

4,182

20,213

9,445

3,843

778

13,858

20^7

3,607

6,919

fl,275

16,027

2.641

2.903

9,060

7,138

33,175

5.328

10.728

7.969

1,436

14.441

181,439

21,057

38,363

17.161.

5,289

3.086

1.203

5,98S

5,045

725

7.223

4,209

20,721.

9.318

3,524

818

13.808

%Chaft(a

X3St

-2.8%

.2.6%

2.1%

-4.0%

0.3%

-u%

.0.6%

1.7S4

1.5%

•3.0S

.2.054

.0.3%

0.851

7.3X

0.8%

.1.3%

1.0%

1.5»

0,8%

-9.5%

-1.6%

-2.6%

2.8%

5,1K

0.6%

2.SK

-1.3%

-3.3%

5,1%

.0.4%

Source; U.S. Census Bureau, Population Estimates Program, My 1,2013 and 2017 Estimates. Table PEPAGESEX.
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State

2013

2017

Numtw

518,067

528.860

? total popula Don

27.7%

27.5%

Hljhwl tcunty

2013

2017

Bynumbar

Douglas

Doug'as

SyMotalpopulolton

Ttiuislon

Thurston

lowest county

2013

2017

BynumbBf

Bialna

Blalne

ByHtooipoputoUon

Garden

Ktr/aPsha

Children 19 and under (2013 & 2017)
Percent of children 19 and under (2017)

25.0-26.9% Q 27.0-29,&%

Adams

Antetopa

Arthur

Banner

Blsine

Boons

Box Gutte

Boyd

B (own

Buffalo

Burt

Butler

Cass

Cedar

Chase

Chef ry

Cheyenne

Clay

Colfax

Cunning

Cusler

Dakota

Daws

Dawson

D eu el

Dtxon

Dodge

Douglas

Dundy

F] I [more

Franklin

2013

8,560

1,648

139

141

112

1.351

3,077

469

695

13,fl09

1,614

2,185

6.841.

2,379

1.051

1.401.

2,629

UOO

3,317

2,426

2.705

6,623

2,376

7.421

453

1.603

3,530

152,91)6

506

1,314

674

% total
populall&n

27.1%

25,5%

30,6%

20.8%

23.854

25.0X

27.2%

23.3%

23.5%

27.S%

24.6%

2&5%

27.0S

27.6%

26.4%

24.3%

26.1%

26.7%

31.7%

26.9%

25.0%

3L854

2&2%

30.8%

23.6%

27.6S

26.1%

28.5%

25.8%

13.3%

22.0%

2017

8.S49

1,633

132

189

108

1.382

2,978

435

721

13,546

1,591

2,081

6,874

2,342

1,071

1,453

2,503

1.557

3.529

2,401

2,786

6,297

2.223

7,068

427

1,611

9.797

158,855

397

1,235

625

S total
populaUon

27.3%

25.7%

28.9%

25,6%

22.4»

25,8%

27.4%

22.0%

23.9K

27.2%

24.3%

25.8%

26.6%

27.5%

27.0%

25.0%

26.9%

26.7%

33,3%

26.6%

25.6%

31.2%

25.0%

29.8%

•2.2,7%

28.0%

26.7%

28.3%

22.0%

22.1%

20.9%

Frontier

Furnas

Gags

Garden

Garfisld

Gosper

Grant

Gfeeley

Hal)

Hamilton

Ha Man

Hayes

Hltchcoch

Holt

Hnokei

Howard

Jeffereon

JohrLson

Keamey

Keith

Keya Paha

Klmbatl

Knox

Lancaster

Un coin

Logan

Loup

Madison

McPherson

Merrick

Morrill

2013

695

1,192

5,362

361

442

512

149

641

17.846

2,483

831

233

6BO

2.T02

165

1,646

3.826

1.110

1,711

3.842

168

894

2.244

79,807

9,716

198

121

9,755

155

2,041

1,329

K total
populalton

25.6%

24.7%

24.7%

18.SS

2L8X

26.4%

23.5%

25,8%

29.4S

27.2'A

23.7%

24.7%

23.1%

26.0%

22.6%

26.0%

24.3%

21.5%

26.4S

22.6%

21-2%

24.2%

26.2%

26,95i

27.0%

25.5%

20.6%

27.7%

29.3%

26.1%

27.0X

2017

651

3,147

5.290

101

423

493

154

605

18,193

2,434

811

201

703

2.731

154

1.664

1.702

1,085

1,739

1,793

168

878

2.242

83,945

9.186

231

t24

9,763

127

1,979

1,237

% total
population

24.7%

24.0-A

24.5%

21.0-A

210%

24.3%

23.7%

25.5%

29.6%

26.4%

23.6%

22.5%

24.856

26,8%

22.8K

25.9%

23.7%

2.0.W

26.6%

22,2%

19.9'A

24.3%

26.5%

26.7%

26.054

28,8%

20.4%

27.9'A

25.5S

25.1%

25.6%

Nance

Nematia

Nuckolls

Otoe

Pawnee

Per kins

Phetps

Pierce

Ptatte

Polh

Red Willow

Richardson

Rock

Saltne

Sarpy

Saunders

Scotls Bluff

Seward

Shefkfan

Sherman

Slow

Stanton

Thayer

Thomas

TtiUfSton

Valley

Washington

Wayne

Webster

Wheeler

York

2013

893

1.874

997

4,054

638

753

2,476

1,948

9.299

1,352

2,835

1,819

314

4,165

51,929

5.721

9,9<2

4,861

1,287

724

322

1.770

1,285

174

3.6SO

1.M5

5,474

2.624

898

178

3,532

It total
poputaUon

25.1%

26.2%

22.7K

25,8%

23.2%

26.W

27.0»

27.1%

28,5%

2S.8»

25,7%

22.4%

2L8%

29.1%

30.754

27.4%

27.0%

28.6X

24.7%

23.7%

24.2%

29,1%

24.8%

24.7%

38.5K

25.0S

27.1%

27.8%

24.7 K

22.9%

25.5%



Children 4 and under (2013 & 2017)

State

2013

2017

NumbBf

130.160

133,081

»ofBHcMtdnf>

25.1%

25.2%

Hlfi'tttounty

2013

2017

Bynumbtf

Douglas

Douglas

Byltofflllchlldfft

Grant

Grant

Ltwcsl county

2013

2017

By number

Loup

McPherson

B^HoftUthlhtren

Gaifield

McPherson

Percent of children 4 and under (2017)

l-l^
"•—•""u.

!~rti'-.a^BvFri^te
CTKZEB""^TTnn"

<20.9» '._i 21.0-22.S)4 23.0-24.SS E3 25.0-26,9% B 27.0%+

Adams

Antelope

Arthur

Banner

Glalne

Boonc

BOX Butttt

Bold

Brwun

Buffalo

Burt

BuUer

Csss

Cedar

Chasa

Cherry

Cheyenne

Ctay

Colfax

Cumlnfi

Custer

Dahota

Dawes

Dawson

Oeuel

Dtion

Dodge

Douglas

Oundy

Filtmore

Franklin

2013

1,897

414

36

33

38

302

772

an

135

3.326

353

458

1,496

501

258

325

615

403

911

508

639

1,657

471

1,817

95

349

2.293

40.612

&3

279

us

t of an
cNUfnn

23.3%

25.1%

25.9%

23.4%

33.9%

22.4%

25.1%

23.7%

19.4%

24.8X

21.9K

2LOK

21.9S4

2L1W

24.554

23.2X

23.4%

23.7%

27.5X

20.95t

23.6%

2S.OX

19.8%

24.5%

2LO%

21.8%

24.1%

26.7%

16,4%

1\.Vh

22.0%

2017

2.034

434

20

52

23

342

788

82

162

3.486

341

453

1.575

572

234

413

610

427

937

568

690

1.714

AQO

1,883

95

389

2.517

42,788

94

311

153

ft of all
children

24,2»

26.6%

15.2%

27.6%

26.9%

24.7%

26.5%

18.9%

22.5%

25.7%

2L4K

21.8%

22.9%

24.4ft

21,8%

28.4%

24.4%

25.8%

26.6%

23.7%

24.8%

27.2X

20.2'A

26.6%

22.2%

24.1%

25.7%

26,9%

23.7%

25.2%

24.5%

Frontier

Furnss

Cage

Gaiden

Garfietd

Gosper

Grant

Gieeley

Hall

Hamilton

Harlan

Hsyea

Kitchcock

Holt

Hooher

Howard

JeTfefson

J&hnson

Keamey

Keith

Ksya Paha

Klmbgll

Knox

Lancastef

Lincoln

Logan

Loup

Madfeon

McPhefson

Merrich

MOfftll

2M3

110

244

1.258

74

69

126

62

143

4,692

525

226

47

157

717

43

380

101

252

337

371

33

229

522

20.210

2,339

41

22

2.604

33

453

287

IttlflU
children

15.8K •

20.5%

23.5K

20.5X

15.6%

24.6%

34,3%

22.3%

26,3%

21,1%

27.2K

20.254

23.8%

26.5%

26.1%

23.1%

22.0»

22.7%

23.2%

20,1%

22.6S

25.6%

23.3%

25.3%

24.1%

20.7%

18.2%

26.7%

21.3%

23.4%

21.6%

2017

140

260

1,282

97

87

S3

47

146

4.755

556

179

58

155

708

39

428

395

244

393

422

34

212

632

20,293

2,130

58

32

2,588

16

472

283

it of on
cNldwn

21.5%

22.7%

24.2%

24.2%

20.6%

20.1%

30.5%

24.1%

26.1%

22.8%

22.1%

28.9%

22,2%

25.9%

25,3%

25.7%

23.2%

22.6%

22.6%

23.5%

23L5%

24.1%

23.7%

24.2»

23.2%

26,2%

25,8%

26.4%

12.6%

23.9%

22.9K

Hance

Nemaha

Huckolls

Otoe

Pawnee

Pefhlns

Phelps

Piefce

Plane

Polk

RedV/illow

Richardson

Rock

Saltne

Sarpy

Sayndeis

Scotts Bluff

Seward

ShefMan

ShCfman

Sfoux

Stsnton

Thayer

Thomas

Thiwston

Valley

Washington

Wayne

Webster

Whee;er

Yotk

2013

235

434

198

1,005

138

1.55

655

419

2,439

295

658

395

64

999

13.468

1,323

2,520

1.016

276

156

71

400

252

57

713

233

1.105

538

233

47

918

Hofal
chldren

26.3K

23.2%

19.9%

24.8%

2L6K

25.9%

26.5%

21.5%

26,2%

21,S5(

23.2K

21-7K

20A%

24.0'A

25.9%

23.2%

25.3K

20.9K

2L4»

215%

22.0S

22.6%

19.6%

32.8%

26.9%

22.3%

20.2S

20.5%

25.9X

26.4K

26.0%



Children 10-17 years (2013 & 2017)
Percent of children 10-17(2017)

State

2013

2017

Numbtf

194,713

202,792

»o»alcNWron

38.9%

39.7%

Hl(h8)tcounty

2013

2017

By numtiBr

Douglas

Douglas

BylotBllcMUren

Loup

McPherson

towttlwunty

2013

2017

Bynumbtr

Blalne

Btelne

8yftofallcftlh)ron

Wayne

D awes

<35.0i4 [| 35.0-37.95t : 38.0-40.9% SB 41-0-43.9%

Adams

Antelope

Arthur

Banner

Blatne

Boone

Bnx Butte

Boyd

Brow>

Buffalo

Burt

Butler

Cass

Cedar

Cfiasa

Cherry

Cheyenne

C! ay

Colfax

Cumlng

Custer

Dakota

Dawes

Dawson

Deud

Dhon

Dodge

Douglas

Dundy

Fillnroie

Franklin

2013

3,349

686

55

56

47

590

1,288

213

313

4J28

666

1,008

2,992

1.022

438

587

1,117

705

1,242

1,069

1,099

2,730

764

3.045

181

723

3,778

58,618

245

582

279

% of all
children

39.1%

41.6%

39,6%

39.7%

42.0K

43.7%

4L9i6

45.4K

45.0S

35.3S

41.3S6

46.1%

43.7%

43.0%

41.7%

41.9%

43.6%

41.5%

37.4%

44.1%

40.6%

41.2%

32.2%

41.0%

40,0»

45.1%

39.6%

3B.3W

48.4%

44.3%

41,4%

2017

3.390

6<2

57

75

42

556

1.176

178

332

4>&24

697

922

2,973

973

466

578

1.0S2

699

1.398

1.062

1,170

2.459

6SO

2,958

194

675

3,922

61,760

171

534

2&1

HOT all
children

39.234

39.3X

43.2»

39.7%

38.9%

40,2%

39.55i

40.9%

46.0»

36.4K

43.8%

44.3%

43.2X

41.6%

43.5%

39.8%

42.4%

42.2%

39.6%

44.2%

42.0%

39.1%

30.6%

41.8%

45.4%

41.954

40.0X

38.9%

43.1%

43.2%

4L8X

Frontier

Fuwas

Gage

Garden

Garfield

Gosper

Giant

Greeley

Hall

Hamilton

Haiian

HayM

HltchcoA

Hoil

Hoolwr

Howard

Jefferson

Johnson

Keerney

Keith

Keya Paha

Ktmbali

Kncx

Lancaster

Lincoln

Logan

loup

Madison

WcPherson

Mefrich

Morrill

2013

302

538

2,234

,162

204

210

48

274

6,922

1,138

338

101

263

1,060

63

692

781

469

672

833

74

365

1,010

28,525

3,813

73

65

3,653

63

916

S77

Hot all
dilUfon

43.6%

45.1%

41.7%

44.9S

46.2K

41.0%

32.2»

42.7K

38.8-X

45,3%

40.7%

43,3%

39.8%

39.254

41.2%

42.0%

43.8%

42.3%

39.3%

45.2K

44.0%

40.8%

45.0%

35.7%

39.2%

36.954

53.7K

37.4»

40.6%

44.3S

43.454

2017

25S

544

2,221

175

196

230

56

250

7,419

1,046

348

80

305

1,083

68

712

753

486

750

777

75

33<

956

31.434

3,S45

107

52

3.693

76

843

544

% of nil
children

3?.3%

4M»

d2.0%

43.6%

46.3%

46.7%

36.4%

4L354

40.8%

43.0%

42.7%

3S.S%

43.454

39.7%

44.2%

42,8%

44.2X,

44.8%

43.1%

43,3%

47.5%

40.3%

42.6%

37.4%

42.9%

48.4%

4L&%

37.7%

59.854

42.6X

44.0%

Nancg

Nemaha

Nuckotts

Oloe

Pawns e

Perta'ns

Phetps

Fierce

Platte

Potk

Red Willow

Richardson

Rock

Sa line

Sarpy

Saunders

Scotts Bluff

Seward

Sheridan

Sherman

Sioun

Stanton

Thayef

Thomas

Ttiurston

Valley

Washington

Wayrw

Webster

Wheeler

York

2013

359

64S

43B

1,672

288

298

1,005

864

3,721.

591

1,137

837

136

1,513

20.491

2,400

3,956

3.875

555

319

143

763

523

73

980

465

2,fl06

807

353

72

1,288

it or an
thUdren

40.2%

34.5»

43.9%

41.2%

45.1%

39.6%

40.6%

44.4S

• 40.056

43.7%

40.W

46,0%

43.3S4

36.3%

39,5%

42.0%

39.8%

38.6%

43.1%

44.1K

44.4%

43,1%

40.7%

42,0%

37.0%

44.5%

44.0%

30.8%

39.9%

40.4%

36.554



Exhibit 1: Case Weights Comparison 2020 and 2006

District Court Case Types

County Court Case Types

3-Year

Filings

(average)

2020 Case
Weight

[minutes)

2006 Case
Weight

[minutes]

Probiem Solving Court Cases

Protection Orders

Civil

Class 1 Felony

Other Criminal

Domestic Relations

Appeals

Aministrative Appesis

441

6,102

5,904

1/044

11,368

13,502

262
125

683
32

219
367
149
97

343

540

Protection Orders

Feiony

Misdemeanor

District Court: Adult Problem-Solving Court

Traffic

Civil

Probate

Guardisnship/Conservatorship

Small Claims

Adoption

Domestic Relations

Juvenile: 3A CHILDREN & PSC

Juvenile: 3ACASE5&PSC

Juvenile: Delinquency

Juvenile: Status Offender 3B

Juvenile: Mentally III and Dangerous 3C

Juveniie: Bridge to independence (B21)

Juvenile: interstate Compact Hearings/Filings
Juvenile: Problem-Solving Court Cases

3,298

17,074

79,124

14
119,853

85,675

6,066

2,049

3,709

696
4

1,290

1,138
3,090

533
21

51
141

s

32
26
23

683
1
8

61
133
30
92
97

272
308
100

37

265
58

2
TBD

66
32

214

175

107

3-Year

Fiiings
[average)

2020 Case

Weight
[minutes)

2006 Case
Weight

(minutes)

25
18

10
57

10
33
33

274
50

105

54

Separate juvenile Case Types

3-Year 2020 Case

Filings Weight

(average] (minutes)

Adoption

Domestic Relations

Juveniie: 3A CHILDREN & PSC

Juvenile: 3A CASES &PSC

Delinquency

Status Offender 38

Mentally !!i and Dangerous 3C

Bridge to independence B21

Interstate Compact Hearing/Rlings
Problem Solving Court Cases

289

89

1,381
713

2,634
762

1
119
122

23

49

26
518

1,003
136

54

265
36
2

TBD

2006 Case

Weight

(minutes)

367
107

115

133



Exhibit 2: Judge Year Value

Nebraska Judge Working Day
District 1

Work day (hours)

Minutes per day =

8.0

X 60
4SO

District 2

8.0

60
480

District 3

8.0

60
480

District 4

8.0

60
480

District 5

8.0

60
480

District 6

8.0

60
480

District 7

s.o

60
480

District 8

8.0

60
480

District 9

8.0

60
480

District 10

s.o

GO
480

District 11

8.0

60
480

District 12

8.0

so
480

480

60

60

360

218

480

60

0

420

218

480

60

0

420

218

480

60

0

420

21S

480

60

30

390

218

480

60

10

410

218

480

60

45

375

218

480

60

60

350

218

480

60

10

410

218

480

60

70

350

218

480

60

45

375

218

480

60

45

375

218

District Court Judge Year Value

District 1 District 2 District 3 District 4 District 5 District 6 District 7 District 8 District 9 District 10 District 11 District 12

Day

Non-case related

Trave! time

Case related time

Days per year

Year value = 78,480 91,560 91,560 91,560 85,020 89/380 81,750 78,480 89,380 76,300 81,750 81,750

County Court Judge Year Value

District 1 District 2 Districts District 4 Districts Districts District? Districts Districts District 10 District 11 District 12

D2y

Non-case related -

Travel time

Case related tsme

Days per year X

Year value = 78,480 85,020 91,560 91.560 78,480 78,480 78.480 71,940 89,380 78,480 78,480 78,480

Separate Juvenile Court Judge Year Value

District 2 Districts District 4

480

60

60

360

218

480

60

30

390

218

480

60

0

420

218

480

60

0

420

218

480

60

60

360

218

480

60

60

360

21S,

480

60

60

360

218

480

60

90

330

218

480

60

10

410

218

480

60

60

360

218

480

60

60

360

218

480

60

60

360

218

Day

Hon-case related -

Trave! time

Case related time

Days per year X

480

60

10

410
218

480

60

0

420
23.8

480

so

0

420
218

Year value = S9,380 91,560 91,560



Exhibit 3: Judge Need Summary

District

District Court

Implied need (model)

Actua! judges

Difference

Current workload per judge (implied + actual)

Judge need TOunded (1.15/.6)

Final workload per judge

County Court

Implied need (model)

Actual judges

Difference

Current workioa d per judge (implied + actual)

Judge need rounded (1.1S/.6)

Final workload per judge

Separate Juvenile Court

Implied need (model)

Actual judges

Difference

Current woridoad per judge (implied + actual)

Judge need rounded [-i,i5/.6)

Finai workload per judge

1

3.11

3

-0.11

1.04

3

1.04

2

4.55

4

-0.55

1.14

4

1.14

3

8.44

8

-0.44

1.05

s

1.05

4

20.68

16

-4.68

1.29

IS

1.15

5

3.24

4

0.76

0.81

4

0.81

6

2.83

3

0.17

0.84

3

0.94

7

2.24

2

-0.24

1.12

2

1.12

8

1.53

2

D.47

0.77

2

0.77

9

3.89

4

0.11

0.97

4

0.37

10

2.21

2

-0.21

1.11

2

1.11

11

4.2S

4

-0.2G

1.06

4

1.05

12

3.81

4

0.19
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Exhibit 4: District Court Workload

District Workload

District Court Case Types

Problem Solving Court Cases

Protection Orders

Civil

Class I Felony

Other Criminal

Domestic Relations

Appeals

Aministrative Appeals

Total Workload

Judicial Year Vaiue

2020 Case
Weight

683

32

219

367

149

97

343

540

implied Judge Need (from model)

Actual Judges

Difference

12,977

10,944

63,948

11,377

89.583

66,542

2,744

5,940

2

11,611

17,696

102,054

20,552

130,226

126,876

6,860

1,080

3

41,663

27,360

188,340

44.774

214,709

196.619

18,522

40,500

4

83,326

55,232

501,948

176,527

584,229

460.071

23,567

8.640

5

5,464

12.032

66,138

21,286

87,751

74,884

6,174

1,620

6
25,271

5.376

54.531

10.64$

79,864

69,452

6.860

540

7
17,758

6.752

36.135

9,542

65,560

40,546

5.488

1,080

8

10.245

4,864

41,829

8,808

27,267

22,601

4,45S

0

9

26,637

9,384

54,969

20,919

143,785

85,069

3,773

2,1SO

10

23,003
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38,763

6,606

41,422
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2,401

2.160

11

28.003

22.272
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25,424

132,312

66.542
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13,216
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117,114

S0.431
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Statewide
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Exhibit 5: County Court Workload

District Workload

County Court Case Types

Protection Orders

Felony

Misdemeanor

District Court: Adult Probiem-Solving Court

Traffic

Civil

Probate

Suardianship/Conservatorship

Small Claims

Adoption

Domestic Relations

Juvenile; 3A CHILDREN & PSC

Juvenile: Delinquency

Juvenile: Status Offender 3B

Juveniie: Mentally lii and Dangerous 3C

Juvenile: Bridge to independence [B21)

Juvenile: Interstate Compact Hearings/Filings

Juvenile: Problem-Solving Court Cases

Totsl Workload

Judicial YearValue

implied Judge Need (from model]

Actuai Judges

Difference

2020 Case

Weight

32
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23
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1

8
61
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30
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2
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Exhibit 6: Separate Juvenile Court Workload

Separate Juvenile Case Types

Bridge to Independence B21

interstate Compact Hearing/FiIings

Problem Soiving Court Cases

Total Workload

Judicial YearValue

Implied Judge Need (from model

Actual Judges

Difference

Workload per judge (impiied - actual)

Judge need rounded (1.15/.75)

2020 Case

Weight

Adoption

Domestic Relations

Juvenile: 3A CHILDREN & PSC

Deiinquency

Status Offender 3B

Mentally III and Dangerous 3C

49

26

518

136

54

265

District Workload

2

1,078

0

89,614

63,376

6,480

0

3

3

2

195

116

17

,185

,262

,286

,008

,820

0

4

9,898

52

418,544

178,840

16,848

0

167/764 340/828 627/150

89,380 91,560 91,560

u 3.72 6.85

0.12 0.28 -0.85

0.94 0.93 1.14

Statewide

14,161

2,314

703,444

358,224

41,148

0

36

2

TBD

468

12

6,734

1,044

40

5,180

2,772

192

0

4,284

244
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1/135/733

12.45
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Judicial Committee/Commission Assignments - Judge Roger Heideman

Nebraska Children's Commission

Commission on Children in Court, Co-Chair

Committee on Problem Solving Courts

JuvenHe Judges Curriculum Committee

Judicial Branch Education Advisory Committee

Technology Committee

Through the Eyes of the Child Initiative, Co-Chair

RFK Probation System Enhancement

juvenile Alternative to Detention Initiative

Judicial Committee/Commission Assignments - Judge Reggie Ryder

Commission on Chiidren in Court, Education Subcommittee

Juvenile Court Judges Association, President

Through the Eyes of the Child Initiative, Co-Chair

Dispute Resolution Advisory Council

Judicial Ethics Committee

Adoption Day Committee

Lancaster County Steering Committee

Truancy Diversion Program Committee

Juvenile Alternative to Detention initiative

Judicial Co mmittee/Com mission Assignments -Judge Linda Porter

Commission on ChHdren in the Courts

Children's Commission

Ethics Advisory Committee

Probation Services Committee

Judicial Branch Education Committee

Chief Justice's Leadership Committee

Through the Eyes of the Child initiative

Domestic Violence Subcommittee

Court Record Committee

Judicial Workload Advisory Committee

RFK Probation System Enhancement

Juvenile Alternative to Detention Initiative
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Mussmann, Dawn

From: Theresa L Emmert <TEmmert@lancaster.ne.gov>

Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 1:28 PM
To: Mussmann, Dawn

Cc: Stacy, Stephanie
Subject: RE: Judicial Resources Commission - 9/17/2020
Attachments: Fes5inger_etal-2019-JoumaLoLExperimentaLCriminoiogy.pdf; AJA.pdf; FTDC data

11519.docx

Ms. tVlussmann,

Judge Roger Heideman has asked that the attached items also be included as part of our written testimony before the

Judicial Resources Commission on Thursday, 9/17/2020.

Thank you,

THERESA EMMERT
Court Administrator
Lancaster County Juvenile Court
575 S. 10th Street

Lincoln NE 68508
Ph: 402-441-5646 / Fax: 402-441-6930
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Abstract

Objectives Problem-solvmg courts are traditionally voluntary in nature to pro-

mate procedural justice and to advance therapeutic jurisprudence. The Family

Treatment Drug Court (FTDC) in Lancaster County, Nebraska is a mandatory
dependency court for families with allegations of child abuse or neglect related

to substance use. We conducted a program evaluation examining parents' case
outcomes and perceptions of procedural justice to examine whether a mandatory
problem-solving court could replicate the positive outcomes of problem-solving

courts.

Methods We employed a quasi-experimental design that compared FTDC parents to

traditional dependency court parents (control parents). We examined court records to

gather court orders, compliance with court orders^ case outcomes, and important case

dates. We also conducted 263 surveys (FTDC==232; conbrol=31) to understand

parents' perceptions of procedural justice in the court process.
Results Overall, FTDC parents were more compliant with some court orders than
control parents. Although FTDC and control parents did not have significantly different

case outcomes, FTDC parents' cases closed significantly faster than control parents'

cases. FTDC parents also had higher perceptions of procedural justice than control

parents. Mediation analyses indicated that FTDC parents believed the court process

was more fair and therefore participated more consistently in court-ordered services and

therefore reunified more often than control parents.

Conclusions Mandatory problem-solving courts can serve parents through the same

mechanisms as voluntary problem-solving courts. More research is necessary to exam-

ine which specific elements ofproblem-solvmg courts, aside from the voluntary nature,
are essential to maintam their effectiveness.

Keywords Dependency courts • Family dmg courts • Mandatory treatment • Problem-
solving courts • Procedural justice • Substance use • Therapeutic jurisprudence

Introduction

The traditional punitive court model is ill-equipped to deal with some of the complex

social and psychological issues that bring individuals into the legal system. Scholars

^Spriiringer
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have argued that the traditional punitive court model addresses symptoms rather than

dealing with the underlymg problems that bring individuals before courts (Winick
2013). Accordingly, some courts across the country have shifted they focus away from

punishment and toward rehabilitation in order to better serve the individuals who come

on their dockets and to reduce rates ofrecidivism (Winick 2013). These rehabilitation-

focused courts, known as "problem-solving comls," attempt to reach deeper than
traditional courts by resolving both the immediate dispute before them as well as the

underlying issues that caused it CWinick 2003).
Problem-solving courts are an application of therapeutic jurisprudence (Kaiser and

Holtfreter 2016; Wiener et al. 2010; Winick 2003, 2013). Therapeutic jurisprudence is
an interdisciplinary approach to legal reform that seeks to identify ways of improving
the wellbeing of those involved in. the legal system (Kaiser and Holtfreter 2016, Wiener

et aL 2010; Winick 2003). It acknowledges that legal actors and the law itself are
therapeutic, or anti-therapeutic, forces that affect those who interact with the legal

system (Winick 2003). Judges adopting the principles of therapeutic jurisprudence act
as therapeutic agents by assessing the social or psychological dysfunction that brought
individuals before the court, encouraging their compliance with services that will

address that dysfunction, and monitoring their behavior closely (Gatowski et al.

2013; MacKenzie 2016).
Therapeutic jurisprudence offers legal actors several tools to work successfully

toward rehabilitation. One such tool is procedural justice, which refers to individuals'

perceptions of formal decision-makmg processes as satisfactory and fab* (Tyler 1989).
Accordmg to procedural justice theory, individuals perceive a decision-making process

as more fair if they are allowed to express their preferences about the process and the

outcome (commonly referred to as "voice"), if they perceive that the decision-maker

has good intentions toward them (commonly referred to as "trust"), if they perceive that

the decision-making process is the same for them as it would be for others in a similar

situation (commonly referred to as "neutrality"), and if they feel they are treated with

respect and dignity (commonly referred to as "respect") (Lind et al. 1997). Procedural

Justice posits that individuals who perceive a decision-making process as more fair are

more likely to cooperate and comply with the decision (e.g., court orders, sanctions)

than those who perceive it as less fair (Lind et al, 1997; Tyler and Huo 2002) because
they perceive the decision-maker as more legitimate (Bradford 2014; Gerber et al.

2018).
Scholars have proposed that problem-solving courts achieve positive case outcomes

at least to some extent because participants perceive the court process as more fair than
those in traditional courts (Kaiser and Holtfi-eter 2016; Roman et al. 2011; Wales et al.

2010; Wiener et al. 2010). Moreover, they have proposed that therapeutic jurisprudence

fosters perceptions of fairness and legitimacy in the court process which ultimately lead

to their cooperation and compliance with the court (Kaiser and Holtj&eter 2016).
Studies examining the influence of problem-solving courts have found support for

these proposals by fmding that procedural justice mediates the relationship between

participation in problem-solving courts and positive case outcomes (Frazer 2006;
Gottfi-edson et al. 2007; Gover et al. 2007; Mclvor 2009; Poythress et al. 2002;

Roman et al. 2011). Therefore, there is some evidence to support the theory that
problem-solving courts achieve more positive outcomes (such as abstinence from

substance use, improved parenting, employment, dismissal of criminal charges) than

^Spriiringer
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traditional ccyurts because therapeutic jurisprudence provides court-involved individuals

with more procedural justice, which leads to greater cooperation and compliance. In
this paper, we examined whether the mechanisms of therapeutic jurispmdence and

procedural justice would also lead to positive case outcomes in a mandatory problem-

solving court.

Voluntary versus mandatory participation

One of the primaiy ways in which problem-solving courts implement procedural justice
is by allowing mdividuals the choice to voluntarily proceed on the alternative court

process or to remain on the traditional court process (Wiener et al. 2010). Those who
choose to participate in the alternative process first admit to the allegations against them

and then agree to resolve the case through the alternative court process (RedUch 2010).

Individuals' decision to participate in. the alternative court process is their first exercise

of voice in the decision-making process. This exercise of voice should increase

individuals' perceptions of fairness and legitimacy in the court process which encour-

ages their cooperation and compliance with court orders (Winick 2003). Accordingly,

most of the literature on problem-solving courts has examined courts in which tlie

participants voluntarily proceed on the problem-solving court process after consultation
with their defense attorney (Frazer 2006; Gottfredson et al. 2007; Gover et al. 2007;

Wiener and Brank 2010). In. fact, Winick and Wexler (2002) have suggested fliat judges

"should not attempt to pressure offenders to accept diversion into drug treatment court,

but should remind them that the choice is entirely up to them (p. 483). This prescrip-
tion is consistent with the ideals of procedural justice, in that mandating participation in

a problem-solving court removes the individuals' voice in the decision-makmg process

and therefore may detract from their willingness to comply.

Despite the focus in the literature on allowing individuals the choice to voluntarily

proceed through a problem-solving court, to our knowledge, there have been no studies

examining whether voluntary participation is a necessary component of effective

problem-solvmg courts. Moreover, voluntary participation is not required to adopt the
ideals of therapeutic jurisprudence in a court process. In demonstrating this, judges

have found subtle ways of using therapeutic jurispmdential approaches (e.g., sending
letters to court participants summarizing their next steps; providing resources to aid

court participants in completmg their sentences) without court participants even being

aware they are doing so (King 2008; Spencer 2012). Rather than being a precondition,

voluntary participation is used to further procedural justice and to mitigate due process

concerns. Therefore, in order to argue that voluntary participation is required to

promote the positive effects of therapeutic jurisprudence, the relationship between

procedural justice and positive case outcomes should be tested in a mandatory context.
There has been extensive scholarship examining whether voluntary participation in

rehabilitative treatment itself is necessary to promote positive outcomes. This literature

can shed some light on whether voluntaiy participation in problem-solving courts is

necessary for promoting rehabilitation. Contrary to the aforementioned concerns, this

research suggests that mandating participation in rehabiUtative treatment may not

interfere with individuals' cooperation and compliance. Some scholars have argued

that external motivations, such as legal pressure, may be necessary to motivate indi-
viduals to enter treatment and to remain in treatment once there (Looney and Metcalf
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1974; Maddux 1988). In support of this argument, several studies have found that legal

pressure provides an effective external motivation for individuals to enter, remain in,

and complete treatment (Berkowitz et al. 1996; Copeland and Maxwell 2007; Farabee

et al. 1998; Perron and Bright 2008; Rempel and Destefano 2001). For example, Hiller
et al. (1998) examined 18 long-term residential substance use treatment programs and

2605 individuals and found that those who were under moderate or high legal pressure

(on probation or parole, monitored urmalysis tests, and/or court-ordered to participate)

were more likely to remain in treatment for 90 days or longer than those under low

legal pressure (no legal system involvement, no monitoring ofurinalysis tests, and not

courfc-ordered to participate). In fact, their results also showed that legal pressure was
the strongest predictor of treataient retention. These findings, and others like them,

support the widespread and increasing use of mandatory reliabilitative treatment (Klag

et al. 2005).
Moreover, individuals who are mandated to participate in rehabilitative treatment

may not even perceive their participation as involuntary (Poythress et al. 2002; Wild

et al. 1998). For example, Wild et al. (1998) found that 35% of individuals legally"
mandated and 61% of individuals otherwise-mandated to participate in rehabilitative

treatment perceived that they were under no coercion to enter treatment. These

individuals reported that they iiad more influence than anyone else in deciding to

attend treatment, that it was their idea to attend treatment, and that they were free to do

what they wanted in terms of attending treatment These fmdings suggest that individ-
uals who are mandated to participate m rehabilitative treatment may not perceive it any

differently than those who voluntarily participate, wliich is consistent with several
studies that have found mandated and voluntaiy treatment yield similar treatment and

legal outcomes (e.g., Brecht et al. 1993; Prendergast et al. 2002).

It is important to note, however, that mandatory treatment is not without critics and

the research has not consistently demonstrated these positive or neutral effects. The
criticisms come in many different forms, including arguments that personal autonomy

is important for individuals to be motivated to engage in treatment (e.g., Wild et al.

1998), that mandatory interventions do not account for the wide variation in individ-

uals' needs (e.g., Klag et al. 2005), and that mandating treatment infi-inges on individ-

uals' civil liberties (e.g., Rosenfhal 1988). Additionally, some studies have suggested

that mandated treatment has worse outcomes than voluntary treatment. For example,

Howard and McCaughrin (1996) found that treatment providers who mostly dealt with
court-ordered individuals reported higher rates of treatment failure than those who

mostly dealt with voluntary individuals.

Several decades of research on mandatoiy reliabUitative treatment have yielded an

inconsistent pattern of results. AlHiough the literature is inconclusive, many studies
suggest that voluntary participation may not be necessary to encourage mdividuals'

cooperation and compliance with rehabilitative treatment. In fact, the most recent guide

on the principles of effective treatment by the National Institute on Drug Abuse
explicitly states that "treatment does not need to be voluntary to be effective" (2018,

p. 6). Importantly, however, rehabilitative treatment is only one component ofproblem-
solving courts. Research has yet to examine the effects of mandating participation in a
problem-solvlng comt as a whole. Therefore, in this paper, we address this gap in the

literature by presenting an example of a mandatory family drug court that replicates the

positive case outcomes found m previous research on problem-solvmg courts.
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Family drug courts

Substance use is a pervasive problem in dependency court cases. Approximately 60 to
80% of child abuse and neglect cases involve substance use by a parent (Young et al.

2007). Parental substance use puts children at risk for maltreatment because parents'
focus on obtaining and using drugs makes it difficult for them to meet their children's

emotional and physical needs (Child Welfare Information Gateway 2014; United States
General Accounting Office 1998). Their children are more likely to be placed in foster

care, to remain in out-of-home care for longer periods of time, and to experience severe

and chronic neglect (Barth et al. 2006; United States Department of Health and Human

Services 1999).

Family dmg courts are specialized problem-solvmg court tracks within dependency
court systems that work toward rehabilitating parents with allegations of child abuse or

neglect related to substance use (Marlowe and Carey 2012). Family dmg courts

implement the principles of therapeutic jurisprudence by encouragmg parents engage-

ment in substance use treatment, coordinating parents' treatment plan with child

protective services, and monitoring their progress closely (Marlowe and Carey 2012).

Family drug courts monitor parents' progress by utilizing random drug testmg, pro-

motmg interagency collaboration, and holdmg frequent court hearings (Worcel et al.
2008). The ultimate goal of family drug courts is for parents to successfully complete

substance use treatment, to reunify with their children, and to prevent recidivism. As of
2017, 495 family drag courts were operating across the country (Breitenbucher et al.

2018).
Family drug comts are more successful than their traditional counterparts in both

treatment and case outcomes. Family drug court parents are more Ukely than traditional

dependency court parents to enroll in substance use treatment, enter treatment sooner,

attend more treatment sessions, remam in treatment longer, and complete treatment

(Ashford 2004; Bales et al. 2007; Carey et al. 2010; Green et aL 2007, 2009; Marlowe
and Carey 2012; Oliveros and Kaufi-nan 2011; Worcel et al. 2008). Family drug court
parents are also more likely than traditional dependency court parents to be reunified

with their children and to reunify more quickly (Ashford 2004; Boles et al. 2007; Carey
et al. 2010; Green et al. 2007, 2009; Marlowe and Carey 2012; Worcel et al 2008).

However, family drug courts can vary in how they implement the core model into
practice, which has led scholars to call for research on different variations to determine

which aspects are most important to maintam (Green et al. 2009). Previous research has

only examined family dmgs courts where parents voluntarily opt on the alternative
tmck (e.g., Ashford 2004; Bmns et al. 2012; Green et al. 2009) and therefore does not

demonstrate whether voluntary participation is one of those aspects.

Present evaluation

We conducted the present evaluation of the Lancaster County Family Treatment Drug
Court (FTDC) to examine whether a mandatory family dmg court could still promote

participants' perceptions of procedural justice and ultimately lead to positive case

outcomes. The mandatory nature of the FTDC raised concerns about whether it could

still effectively achieve its goals of engaging parents to participate in treatment and to
reunify with their children. As discussed in the preceding sections, procedural justice
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would suggest that mandating participation in the alternative court process deprives

parents of voice in the decision-making process and therefore may detract j&om flieii'

willingness to cooperate and comply with court orders. However, many studies have
also found mandatory substance use treatment can have positive effects. Therefore, the

mandatory nature of the FTDC may not detract from (and may even enhance) the goal

of getting parents into substance use treatment and reunifying the families. Although

the present evaluation does not provide a direct comparison between voluntary and

mandatory participation in a problem-solvmg court, the results provide one example

where mandatory participation in a problem-solving court replicates the positive
outcomes found with other problem-solving courts.

We conducted a quasi-experimental program evaluation by collectmg data from

parents assigned to the FTDC and parents in the traditional dependency court (herein-

after "control parents"). We discuss the development of the control group in the section

that follows. We collected data by (1) reviewing court records and (2) conducting

surveys. We examined differences in compliance with court orders, case outcomes,

timing to case outcomes, and perceptions of procedural Justice. We also examined how

parents' perceptions of procedural justice were related to the other key variables.

We developed several hypotheses. First, we expected that FTDC parents would have

more consistent compliance with court orders because of their regular and frequent

court contact. Second, we expected that FTDC cases would progress through the court
process faster because parents would be more compliant with court orders. Third,

despite the mandatory nature of the FTDC, we expected that FTDC parents would

have higher perceptions of procedural justice in the court process than control parents

because of their additional opportunities for voice (Le., monthly family team meetings).

Finally, we expected a serial mediation between court group and case outcomes through

perceptions of procedural justice and compliance with court orders, such that FTDC

parents' increased perceptions of procedural justice would result in more compliance

with courfc-ordered services than control parents, which would result in more

reunifications, faster reumfications, and faster case closures.

Description of the program

The Lancaster County Family Treatment Dmg Court (FTDC) is a specialized problem-

solving dependency court that began operating in 2014. It adheres to most of the typical

components of family drug courts, including close monitoring, case management,
regular urinalysis, active judicial leadership, and a multidisciplinary team (Bruns
et al 2012; Green et al. 2009; Worcel et al. 2008). The major difference between the

FTDC and the typical family drug court model is that parents were ordered to

pardcipate m FTDC as part of the rehabilitation plan prescribed at their dispositional
hearing. We describe major components of the FTDC and how that differed from the

control group in the sections that follow and in Table 1.

Assignment

FTDC assignment FTDC families were automatically assigned to the FTDC judge's
docket when their initial child abuse or neglect petition included allegations of
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substance use. These cases included parents whose children tested positive for drugs

and parents who used or possessed drugs in the presence of or while carmg for their

children. Parents could also be transferred to the FTDC if substance use was revealed to
be a major issue later in their case. All eligible cases were placed on or transferred to the

FTDC docket, with the exception of parents who had another dependency court case in

front of another judge.

Control assignment Control families were those with a case in front of the same PTDC

judge but who were not eligible to be transferred onto the alternative track. Beginning m

2016, we worked with court administrative staff to identify child abuse and neglect cases

assigned to the same judge who were not eligible for the FTDC. The court admmisfcrative
staff identified the control families by indicating on the weekly court calendar which

child abuse or neglect hearings were not FTDC families. Therefore, families were

eligible for the control group if they had a dependency court case on the FTDC judge's
docket and did not have substance use as a major issue identified in their case. We

identified a total of 31 control families, which accounted for 14.55% of all eligible cases.

We were unable to identify all eligible cases because we began identifying them 2 years

after the evaluation began and because of the convenience sampling approach.

Court process

FTDC court process FTDC families followed a court process that was distinguishable

from the traditional dependency court process in several respects. The court process

diverged from the traditional dependency court process for FTDC families following
theu- dispositional hearing. After the dispositional hearing where parents were ordered

to participate in the FTDC, FTDC families appeared m court every 3 months for formal
review hearings and monthly for family team meetings. Formal review hearings were

on the record, presided over by the judge, and resulted m formal court orders. They

were structured hearings to assess the parents' progress toward ameliorating the cause
of adjudication, to adjust the rehabilitation plan as needed, and to establish a record of

case progx'ession. Family team meetings, which were the defining characteristic of the

Table 1 Key differences between Family Treatment Drug Court (FTDC) cases and traditional dependency
court (control) cases

Variable FTDC Control

Main issue in Substance use Various

case (e.g., mental illness,

homelessness)

Court Formal review hearings every 3 months, Formal review hearings

attendance Informal family team meetings monthly every 3 to 6 months

Caseworker Families work with specially trained caseworkers

solely dedicated to working with FTDC families

Specialized Parents participate in specialized services including substance use -

services evaluations, co-occumng evaluations, and substance use

treatment
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FTDC, were informal and provided the parties the opportunity to share updates, have

group discussions, reach agreements to change the rehabilitation plan, and resolve

barriers to rehabilitation. All relevant pardes (e.g., parents, attorneys, caseworkers,
service providers) could attend the family team meetings and have an open discussion

about the parents' progress, successes, and barriers since the last reporting period. The

family team meetings began with a parent self-reportmg on their progress, sharing

issues they would like the team to know about their children, and identifying topics
they would like to discuss in the meeting. The caseworker facilitated the family team

meetings but encouraged parents and other parties to actively participate in the discus-

sion. The judge participated in the family team meetings for the last few minutes to

directly ask the parents to report on their progress, to provide praise or encouragement
where appropriate, and to remind the parents that the ultimate goal is to have the family

safely reunify.
In addition to more frequent court attendance, FTDC families also had access to

specialized professionals and services. First, FTDC families worked with a caseworker
from a team solely dedicated to working with families on the track. These caseworkers

were trained on the unique issues associated with substance use and the services that

were available to the families. Second, FTDC parents participated m specialized

services, including substance use evaluations, co-occumng evaluations, substance use

treatment, and random urinalysis testing. Depending on the case facts and evaluation

recommendations, they could also receive services not specific to substance use, such

as parenting classes or domestic violence interventions.

Control court process Control families proceeded through the traditional dependency
court process. After the dispositional hearing, control families participated in formal

review hearings (described above) eveiy 3 to 6 months. Formal hearings were their

only dependency court attendance. Control families also participated in family team

meetings; however, these were distinguishable from the FTDC family team meetings

because they took place out of court and did not involve the judge. Their family team

meetings involved their caseworker and attorney at a neutral location (e.g., family

home, office) to discuss case progress.

Part 1: Court records

Sample

The sample included 293 (82.77%) FTDC parents and 61 (17.23%) control parents
(N^ 354 parents) involved in the dependency court. This total included 310 adjudicated
parents (FTDC = 261, control = 49) and 44 non-adjudicated parents (FTDC = 32, con-

trol == 12) who had some involvement in the case. Most parents were mothers (FTDC =

154, control=31); fewer were fathers (FTDC= 107, control^ 18). On average, each
parent had 2.10 {SD= 1.23) children who were 4.48 (5D= 3.78) years old. There were

a total of 378 children. The majority of children were White (59.30%), Native
American (11.90%), or Black/Afiican-American (11.30%) (see Table 2 for full descrip-
tion of the families in each group).
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Quasi-experimental designs often rely on propensity score matching to replicate the

assumptions of random assignment in a tme experimental design (West et al. 2014a,
2014b). The causal risk of quasi-experimental design is the variance introduced at

baseline by history, selection, and assignment. Propensity score matching corrects for

the bias in the causal effect of the nonrandom assignment by equating the treatment

group and the control group at baseline (West et al. 2014b). For propensity score

matching to be appropriate, baseline measures must be statistically and theoretically
related to the group membership and the outcome measures (West et al. 2014a, 2014b).

Due to the quasi-experimental design used in the present evaluation, we examined the
statistical relationship between the court group and parent gender, number of children,

mean age of children, child race, native American tribal status, previous child depen-
dency case with the same children, allegations of failure to protect the child in the

petition, allegations of substance use in the petition, average service participation,

procedural justice scores, reunification, days from petition to reunification, case clo-
sure, and days from petition to case closure. Due to the administrative nature ofom' data

collection and assignment procedures, we did not have measures of motivation

th-oughout the evaluation and were unable to control for its influence (see Bums

et al. 2012). The only baseline parent, child, or case characteristic significantly corre-
lated with court group was allegations of substance use in the petition (r = .46,

p<. 001), which we would expect to be significantly and strongly associated with

court group as it is the primary factor in assignment. Additionally, procedural justice

scores, a dependent variable, was significantly correlated with court group (r=.19,

p=.QT). All other correlations with court group were weak (r's<.13) and
nonsignificant (p's>.05) (see Table 3 for the descriptive statistics and correlation

matrix). Therefore, propensity score matching is not indicated by the data and we

can proceed with the analyses assuming variance between the groups is due to the
histoiy of substance use and fhe differing court procedures.

Method

Research assistants accessed Nebraska's online case management system to collect

information about each identified case. They read the legal and social files of each

family to record parents' court orders, participation in evaluations and ser/ices,

important case dates, and case outcomes. The main dependent variables of interest
were parents' compliance with court orders, case outcomes, and time to case

outcomes.

Compliance with court orders Research assistants reviewed parents' court orders for
the entire length of their case. They coded whether the court ordered parents to

participate (0 = not ordered, 1 = ordered) hi several evaluations and services. We
compiled a complete list of potential evaluations and services by working with the

judge and caseworkers. The evaluations included a substance abuse evaluation, co-

occurring evaluation, psychological evaluation, neuropsychological evaluation,
medication-management evaluation, parenting assessment, and child-parent dyadic

assessment. The services included visitation, individual therapy, family therapy,

child-parent psychotherapy, parentmg classes, domestic violence classes, and peer

support.
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Table 2 Descriptive statistics of Family Treatment Drug Court (FTDC) parents' cases and traditional
dependency court (control) parents' cases across parent and child characteristics

FTDC Control

Total parents

Type of parent

293 61

Adjudicated 261(89.08%) 49(80.33%)

Non-adjudicated (4)

Number of Children

Child race

Non-HispanicAVhite (1)

African-American/BIack (2)

Hispanic/Latinx (3)

Asian/Pacific Islander (4)

Native American (5)

Mixed race (6)

Unknown (0)

Child Age

Adjudicated petition allegations

Substance use

Multiple

Missing

Abandonment

Domestic violence

Prior case

Homeless

Other

Physical abuse

Medical neglect

Educational neglect

Mother (1)

Fattier (2)

154(52.56%)

107(36.52%)

32(10.92%)

M^2.07(L20)

175 (59.7%)

29 (9.9%)

11 (2.3%)

1 (0.3%)

35(11.9%)

25 (8.5%)

13 (4.4%)

M= 4.34 (3.50)

115(44.1%)

91 (34.9%)

4 (1.5%)

24 (9.2%)

13 (5.0%)

8 (3.1%)

2 (0.8%)

2 (0.8%)

1 (0.4%)

1 (0.4%)

0 (0.0%)

31 (50.82%)

18(29.51%)

12 (19.67%)

M=2.2I (1.26)

35 (57.4%)

11 (18.0%)

6 (9.8%)

0 (0.0%)

7 (11.5%)

0 (0.0%)

2 (3.3%)

M= 5.15 (4.88)

2 (4.1%)

19 (38.8%)

1 (2.0%)

6 (12.2%)

6 (12.2%)

4 (8.2%)

0 (0.0%)

2 (4.1%)

5 (10.2%)

0 (0.0%)

4 (8.2%)

Parentheticals indicate the code used for category

The research assistants also reviewed parents' case plans for the entire length of their

case. If the court ordered parents to participate in an evaluation, they coded whether

parents ever completed the evaluation (0 = not completed, 1 ^ completed). If the court

ordered parents to participate m a service, they coded whether parents participated in

that service in the most recent six-month reporting period (0 = did not pardcipate, 1 =

participated inconsistently, 2 = participated consistently, 3 = completed paiticipation).

Participation was considered inconsistent when parents missed multiple meetings and
did not provide a legitimate justification for the absence as reported to the court by their

caseworker. An example of inconsistent participation would be if the parent scheduled

regular therapy and did not attend four of the last sue appointments with no justification.

Participation was considered consistent when parents missed no meetings or a very
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Table 3 Coirelations between court group (Family Treatment Drug Court as "FTDC"; Traditional Dependency Court as "costrol"), baselme demographies, and dependent variables

N M(SD) Frequency 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15.

d
^

1. Court group 354 FTDC(1)=293
Control (0)= 61

2. Parent gender 354

3. Child age 354 4.48 (3.78)

4. Child race 350

5. Number of children 351 2.10 (1.23)

6. Tribal status 313

7. Previous case 306

8. Failure to protect 306

9. Substance use 306

10. Procedural justice 159 4.24 (0.85)
score

11. Average service 305 1.60 (1.09)
participation

12. Reunification 354

13. Days from petition 96 272.53 (182.06)
to reunification

Yes (1)^28
No (0)= 285

Yes (1)= 20
No (0)= 25

Yes (1)= 34
No (0)^272

Yes (1)= 213)
No (0)= 93

14. Case closure 354

Yes (1)= 118
No (0) =231

Yes (1)^187
No (0) = 125

I5.Daysfrompetition 186 478.63(254.93)
to case closure

-.08 .03

.06 .12*

-.04 .17**

.04 .01

-.04 -

.26*** .05

-.06 .45*** .05

-.13 .13 -.06 .17 .16 .30* -

-.02 ".18** .02 .01 .05 -.00 -39** -

^46*** -.35*** -.05 -.05 -06 -.04 -.18 -.02 -

.19* -.06 -.09 -.01 .01 -.00 ".00 -.06 .09

.07 .16** -.09 -.05 .01 -.05 .14 .06 .25*** .29*** -

.20*** .09 -.03 -.01 .05 -.14* -.17 -J2* .15** -.01 -.10

-.03 -.10 .22* -.02 -.00 -.10 .17 -.03 .01 -.02 -.30** .04 -

.04 -.75** -.01 -.16** -.09 .05 -.16 .04 .08 ,03 -.23** -.05 .10

- .11^ - .28** .07 .15* .05 .02 .10 .19* -.00 -.15 -.26** -.02 .84**

-0

3

09 *p<.05, *?t:p<.01, ;i'**p<.001
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small number of meetings with an identified reason. An example of consistent partic-

ipation would be if the parent scheduled regular therapy and attended six of the last six

appointments, or five of the last six appointments and appropriately canceled the one

appointment beforehand because the parent was sick. We created composite variables
for parents' average evaluation participation (range of potential scores =0-1) and

parents average service participation (range of potential scores = 0-3) by averaging
parents' participation across the evaluations and services.

Case outcomes Research assistants also coded for several possible case outcomes that

could have occurred in parents' cases (0 = did not occur, 1 ^ did occur), including
reunification, case closure, and successful case closure. Reunification occurred when

the court returned physical custody of the child to the parent (0 = not reunified, 1

reumfied). Following reunification, the case remained open until the court was satisfied
that the child was safe and that parent had corrected the adjudicated issues. Case

closure occurred when the court terminated its jurisdiction over the family. We

categorized case closure by whether it was successful (0 = not successful, 1 = success-

ful). Successful case closure occurred when the court terminated its jurisdiction over the
child following reunification. Unsuccessful case closure occurred when the court

terminated its jurisdiction over the children followmg a voluntary relinquishment or

involuntary temimation ofpai-ental rights. Although these might be positive outcomes
for the children depending on the facts of the case, we conducted this evaluation at the

pai'ent-level and thus treated success in terms of retention of parental rights. Addition-

ally, although a primary goal of problem-solving courts is to reduce recidivism, this

ultimate outcome was not available in these court records and therefore was not

included in our analyses.

Time to case outcomes Research assistants also coded parents' case progression by
recording the dates on which important events occurred. Time to case outcomes is an

important variable in this context because meeting milestones earlier suggests faster

compliance with court orders and less time that the children are awaiting permanency.
The milestones they coded for included the date of removal, petition, and the case

outcomes mentioned in the preceding section. Removal occurred when the State

removed tfae children fi'om the paren.ts" physical custody. Petition occurred when the

State submitted its initial court filing that contained allegations of child abuse or neglect

against the parent. We calculated the time to case outcomes by subtracting the number

of days between each pair of target events.

Results

Compliance with court orders The court ordered FTDC parents and control parents to
participate in several evaluations and services. On average, FTDC families had 17.96

court orders (<SD=4.63) and control families had 14.45 court orders (vSD=3.94). A
one-way between-group analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed that FTDC families

had significantly more court orders than control families, F (\, 179)= 15.48,/?<.01,
rf- = .08; this difference likely accounted for the additional court orders to participate in

substance use evaluations and services and in-court family team meetings.
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Overall, both FTDC parents and control parents were moderately compliant with

court orders. A one-way between-group ANOVA revealed there was a significant mean

dijBEerence between court group on average evaluation participation scores, F (1,

192)-4.07, p=. 045, yf=.02, showing that FTDC parents (M= 0.61, SD= 0.58)

complied more consistently with court-ordered evaluations than control parents (M=

0.44, SD= 0.47). However, there was no significant mean difference between court

group on average service participation scores, F (1, 304) == 1 .27, p == .26, showing that

FTDC parents (M== 1.63, SD^ 1.07) and control parents (M= 1.44, SD= 1.17) had

similar compliance with court-ordered services.

Case outcomes One hundred and eighteen parents (FTDC=102, control =16)
reunified with their children. Twenty-three parents (FTDC=15, control =8) who

reunified with their children were non-adjudicated. There was no significant propor-

tional difference in reunification between FTDC parents (34.81%) and control parents

(26.23%), ;<2(1)= 1.00,^.32.
Three hundred and ten adjudicated parents (FTDC=261, control == 49) were for-

mally involved in the court process and therefore could have a formal case closure. The
court terminated its jurisdiction over 187 parents' cases (FTDC= 159, control =28).

There was no significant proportional difference in case closure between FTDC parents

(71.65%) and control parents (80.33%), x2 (1)= 0.25, p == .62.

Case closure was divided amongst those that were successful and those that were
unsuccessful. Seventy-eight parents' cases (FTDC=69, control =9) closed success-

fully following reunification. One hundred and nine parents' cases (FTDC == 90,

control =19) closed unsuccessfully after a voluntary relinquishment or involuntary

termination of parental rights. There was no significant proportional difference in
successful case closures between FTDC (32.14%) and control parents (43.40%), ^2

(1)= 1.24^ ==.27.

Time to case outcomes The average number of days between parents' important case

milestones is presented in Table 4. A one-way between-group ANOVA revealed there

was no significant difference in time from petition to reunification between FTDC

parents (M= 270.51, >SD= 185.40) and control parents (M-288.18, 5£»= 160.79), 7^

(1, 94) =0.09, j9=.764, ?^==.001. Instead, case closure drove all significant effects

between FTDC and control parents in time to case outcomes. FTDC parents' cases

closed in signij&cantly fewer days than control parents, F (1, 184) ==9.48, p=. 002,
rf- = .05. The average number of days from petition to case closure was 454.94 (SD ^
228.47) for FTDC parents and 612.29 {SD == 346.40) for control parents.

Part 2: Parent surveys

Sample

Parents participated in a total of 263 surveys (FTDC=232, control =31). They com-

pleted surveys an average of 212 days after their disposition hearing (SD^ 164.40,

range -98-1008, median = 174.00). Fifty-eight parents (FTDC==55, control =3)
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completed a survey at multiple points in their case. We conducted within-groups
ANOVAs examining parents' first survey and parents' most recently completed survey

and found no significant differences in their perceptions over time (p's > .05). There-

fore, we used the data from parents' most recently completed survey to conduct the

following analyses. We limited these analyses to adjudicated parents because we were

interested in the impact of mandatory participation on perceptions of procedural justice

in the court process and non-adjudlcated parents are not mandated to participate in the
court process. This resulted in 159 unique surveys (FTDC= 138, control =21). Most

surveys (71.07%) were completed by mothers; a smaller proportion (28.93%) were

completed by fathers.

Table 4 Average number of days (SD) between important court hearings and case outcomes for Family

Treatment Drug Court (FTDC) parents and traditional dependency court (control) parents

Hearmg/outcome

Petition

Removal

Reunification

Voluntary relinquishment

TPR

Case closure

Petition Removal

FTDC - 31.77
(139.97)

Control - 48.67

(202.57)

FTDC ~

Control

FTDC -

Control -

FTDC -

Control

PTDC -

Control -

FTDC -

Control ~ -

Reunification

270.51
(185.40)

288.18
(160.79)

262.01
(185.03)

357.07
(230.80)

Voluntary

relinquishment

464.53
(206.14)

497.13
(204.12)

530.00
(207.02)

531.69
(108.02)

TPR

440.80
(129.35)

622.50
(211.56)

431.20
(126.78)

677.75
(197.72)

Case

closure

454.94*
(228.47)

612.29*
(346.40)

492.92*
(223.56)

635.67*
(292.53)

135.55
(104.29)

121.14
(136.47)

151.02
(98.08)

190.86
(160.30)

83.50
(43.13)

684.00
(0.00)

The law requires the State to file a petition within 48 hour of removal in order to maintam temporaiy custody

of a child (see Neb. Rev. Stat, 43-250(2) for the relevant statute for the current project). The petition to removal

result is outside of the 48-hour mle because it includes the number of days for parents wtio were discovered

and/or petitioned much later in (lie case. It is therefore being influenced by large outHers. At the case (mther

than parent) level, the State removed FTDC children 9.19 days (SD = 59.74) and control children 38.22 days
(SD= 74.96) after filing the first petition in the dependency court. Therefore, the 48-hour rule is being
complied with on the case-level when controlling for later-identified parents. The State removed FFDC

children fi-uin their parents' physical custody significantly sooner in the court process than control children, F

(1, 182) r= 8.06, p = .01, ff-. = .04. Removal is the only date variable that is not parent-specific
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Procedure

Research assistants attended in-court family team meetings and review hearings of both

FTDC and control parents. Their goal was to survey parents three times throughout the

length of their case at approximately 4-month intervals. Research assistants approached

parents at the end of their hearing to request thek participation. If parents agreed to

participate, research assistants and the parent went into a nearby conference room

where they could complete the survey in private. Research assistants reassured parents
that their individual responses would not be shared with the judge or other parties and

encouraged parents to be as honest as possible.

Materials

We created a short survey to measure parents' perceptions of the couit process. Parents

rated their agreement with 11 items on 5-point scales (1 = strongly disagree, 3 = neither

agree nor disagree, 5 = strongly agree). The items measured the components of
procedural justice, including voice, neutrality, trust, and respect (see Tyler and Blader
2003). Examples of the items included "The process of getting my children back is fair"
and "I have a say in the decisions that affect me and my children." We calculated

procedural justice scores by averaging parents' responses across all 11 items, which
yielded high internal consistency (Cronbach's a =.93). Higher scores indicated that

parents perceived the court as more procedurally just and therefore more fair.

Results

Both FTDC parents and control parents had generally positive perceptions of the court.

We conducted a series ofbetween-group ANOVAs to determine ifPTDC parents had

dififerent perceptions of the court process than control parents. Results are presented in

Table 5. Although both groups shared generally positive perceptions of the court

process, FTDC parents had significantly higher perceptions of procedural justice than

control parents on five of 11 items: that the process was fair, their voice was heard in

team meetuigs, they received praise from their caseworker, they received praise fi'om
the judge, and they could go to their caseworker with concerns. FTDC parents also had

significantly higher average procedural justice scores (M= 4.31, •S(D==0.82) than

control parents (M= 3.84, SD^ 0.99), F(l, 157) -5.71,^=. 02, -f^. 04.

Part 3: Mediation analyses

Sample

The mediation analyses are limited to a subsample of 1 68 adjudicated parents (FTDC ==
145, 86.31%, control = 23, 13.70%) for whom we had data for at least two of the three

variables included in the model: average service participation, case outcome, and
procedural justice score. This included 117 mothers (69.64%) and 51 fathers
(30.36%). Following casewise deletion of missing data in the mediation analyses with

a weighted leasfc-square means and variance (WLSMV) estimator (see further
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Table 5 Family Treatment Dmg Court (FTDC) aad traditional dependency court (control) parents' perceptions of procedural justice in fee court process

Item Mean (SD) df F p 7?2

The process of getting my children back is fair.

I am comfortable speaking at family team meetings.

My voice is heard at family team meetings.

I have a say in the decisions that affect me and my children.

I can be honest in team meetings.

The main goal of this process is to get my children returned to me.

I have access to the services fhat I need to get my children returned to me.

I know what needs to be done to get my children returned to me.

I receive praise from my caseworker when I make process toward my goals.

I receive praise from the judge when I make progress toward my goals.

I can to go my caseworker wife any concerns I have about my ability to meet my goals.

FTDC

Control

FTDC

Control

Fine

Control

FTDC

Ccmtrol

FTDC

Control

FH5C

Control

FTDC
Control

FTDC

Control

FTDC

Control

FTDC

Control

FIBC

Control

3.98 (1.24)

3.38 (1.50)

4.25 (1.12)

3.90 (1.22)

4.33 (0.98)

3.43 (1.40)

3.99 (1.13)

3.57 (1.40)

4.48 (0.87)

4.34 (0.93)

4.68 (0.75)

4.57 (0.98)

4.36 (1.06)

4.10 (1.30)

4.59 (0.84)

4.48 (0.81)

4.17 (1.27)

3.43 (1.47)

4.48 (1.01)

3.62 (1.28)

4.07 (1.28)

3.29 (1.49)

1,157

1, 157

1, 157

1, 157

1, 157

1, 157

1,157

1, 157

1, 157

1, 157

1, 157

3.99

1.66

13.60

2.33

0.06

0.36

1.01

0.36

5.90

12.33

6.47

.048*

.20

<.001*

.13

.81

.55

.30

.55

.02*

<-001;i;

.01.*

.03

.01

.08

.02

<.01

<.01

.01

<-01

.04

.07

.04

Tro

IQ
(D
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discussion below), the subsample included 147 adjudicated parents (FTDC=129,

control= 18), which included 106 (72J2%) mothei-s and 41 (27.89%) fathers.

Method

We conducted the mediation analyses using parents' court group, average service
participation, case outcomes, time to case outcomes, and procedural justice scores.

We dummy-coded court group to capture which court process the parents were

following (0 = control, 1 - FTDC).

We used parents' average sej-vice participation scores reported in Part 1 . This score

was an average of how consistently parents participated in court-ordered services in the

most recent six-month reporting period. Higher numbers indicate more consistent

participation (0 == did not participate, 3 = completed participation).
We also used parents' case outcomes and time to case outcomes reported in Part 1.

We were specifically interested in whether the parents reunified with their children,

whether the case closed successfully, and the number of days that elapsed between the

date the petition was filed and these milestones. Reunification occurred when the court

returned physical custody of the children back to the parent (0 = not reunified, 1 =

reunified). Successful case closure occurred when the court terminated its jurisdiction

over the family following reunification (0 = unsuccessful case closure, 1 == successful
case closure). We recorded time to case outcomes in the number of days and therefore

lower numbers indicated the parents met milestones earlier and the children waited less

time for permanency.

Finally, we used parents' procedural justice scores reported above in Part 2. This

score was a composite variable (Cronbach's a = .93) created by combining responses to

the 11-item survey. Higher numbers indicate higher perceptions of procedural justice

(1 == strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree).

Analysis

We used structural equation modeling (SEM) in MPlus 7 (Muthen and Muthen 2010)
with weighted least-square means and variance (WLSMV) estimator to test the hypotli-

esis that FTDC parents would reunify more often and sooner than control parents

because they perceived the process as more fair and, therefore, participated more
consistently in court-ordered services. We had 5.36% missing data for average service

paxlicipation scores, 5.36% missing data for procedural justice scores, 2.38% missing

data for reunification, and 0.0% missing for successful case closure. The WLSMV
estimator was used because reunification and successful case closure are categorical

variables C^uthen 1984). The WLSMV estimator does not allow missing data and,

therefore, cases with missing data were excluded from the model casewise. Casewise

deletion is appropriate when there is less than 10% missing data (Langkamp et aL 2010).
First, preliminary analyses and descriptive statistics tested whether the data met the

basic assumptions of SEM. Next, serial mediation analyses tested the hypothesized

models (see Fig. 1) with a bootstrapped approach (Shrout and Bolger 2002). The
bootstrapped approach maximizes statistical power through resampling which mini-

mizes the risk of type I errors and creates confidence intervals (Cis) through empirical

approximation of sampling distributions of indirect effects (Shrout and Bolger 2002).

^ sprirlnger
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Nonparametric resamplmg methods (bias-coiTected bootstrap) with 5000 samples

drawn to derive the 95% Cis were used for the modeled direct and indirect effects of

court group on reunification.

Results

Correlations and descriptive statistics confirmed the data met the basic assumptions of

SEM for the model predicting reunification, but not for time to reunification, case

closure, or successful case closure (see Table 6). There were significant positive linear

relationships between court group and reunification, average service participation

scores, and procedural justice scores. Further, there were significant positive linear

relationships between reunification and average service participation scores and proce-

dural justice scores. Finally, there was a significant positive linear relationship between

average service participation scores and procedural justice scores. Average service
participation scores were highly correlated with reunification (r> .70). Further, partial

correlations between court group and reunification, controlling for procedural justice

score and average service participation scores together and independently remained

moderate and significant. When controllmg for procedural justice scores, court group is
significantly and positively correlated with reunification (r^. 29, /?<.001). When

controlling for average service participation scores, court group is significantly and
positively correlated with reunification (r ^ .32, p < .001). When controlling for both

procedural justice scores and average service participation, court group is significantly

and positively correlated with reunification (r== .31, p < .001). Due to these findings,
we ran SEM for the serial mediation of procedural justice score and average service

participation score between court group and reunification. We did not test the mediation

analyses for the outcomes that were not correlated with court group because the

assumption of a linear relationship between the predictor variable and the dependent

variable was not met (MacCullum and Austin 2000).

The reunification model was just-identified, resulting in perfect global fit, ^2 (6, n =

168)-116.20,^-0.00, CFI=1.00, TLI-1.00, RMSEA=0.00, WRMR=0.00.

Standardized path coefficients are reported in Fig. 2 and unstandardized coefficients

(and SEs) are reported in Table 7. Results revealed a serial mediation of court group on

reunification through procedural justice scores and average service participation scores.

The model explamed 3.60% in the variance of procedural justice scores, 10.70% of the

variance in average service participation scores, and 81.20% of the variance in

reunification.

The total effect of court group on reunification is present, 0.23, 95% CI [0.025,
0.449]. The total effect of court group on reunification, considering the influences of

procedural justice scores and average service participation scores, is absent, 0.17, 95%

CI [~~ 0.008, 0.336]. Therefore, when including perceptions of procedural justice in the
court process and the consistency with wtdch parents participated in couit-ordered
services, the PTDC did not increase the likelihood of reunification. However, the serial

mediation effect of court group on reunification through procedural justice scores and

average service participation scores was present, 0.05 95% CI [0.005, 0.125]. There-
fore, FTDC parents perceived the court process as more fair than control parents, which
led to higher average seivice participation, which in him led to more parent-child

reanifications.
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Discussion

The Lancaster County Family Treatment Drug Court (FTDC) is a mandatory problem-
solving court that selves parents who have lost physical custody of their children

because of substance use. The present program evaluation examined the outcomes

and mechanisms of the FTDC to examine whether the positive outcomes ofproblem-

solving courts replicate when participants are mandated to participate. Overall, our
results demonstrated that a problem-solving court can still promote procedural justice

and positive case outcomes even when participation is mandatory.

The results mostly supported our hypotheses. We found that FTDC parents were more

compliant with court-ordered evaluations than control parents, but just as compliant with

comt-ordered services. We also found that FTDC parents' cases closed faster than control

parents' cases. These were both likely due to the regular and frequent court contact.

We also found that all parents perceived the court process as fau-, but that FTDC

parents had significantly more positive perceptions of the court than control parents.

This was consistent with past research (Frazer 2006; Gottfredson et al. 2007; Cover
et al. 2007; Kaiser and Holtfi-eter 2016; Mclvor 2009; Roman et al. 2011; Wales et al.

2010; Wiener et al. 2010) and demonstrates that a problem-solving court can still

promote procedural justice when participation is mandatory. The more frequent and less

formal court contact (i.e., in-court family team meetings) provided FTDC parents

opportunities to express then- preferences and to engage with team members in court
that control parents did not have. Specifically, FTDC parents agreed more than control

parents that their voice was heard during family team meetings and felt more positively

toward the judge and their caseworker. These fmdings further highlight the important

Court
Group •* SucccssftiS

Case Ciosure

Fig. 1 Hypothesized models of serial mediation from court group (Family Treatment Drug Court versus

traditional dependency court) to reunification, time to reunification, and time to case closure
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role of voice and relationships between professionals and parents in promoting fairness

in the court process.

Further, we also replicated previous findings that procedural justice and compliance

with court orders mediated the relationship between court group and positive case
outcomes (i.e., reunification) (Frazer 2006; Gottfredson et al. 2007; Gover et al. 2007;

Mclvor 2009). However, we did not replicate this fmding for time to case outcomes or
successful case closure. FTDC parents were more likely than control parents to reunify
with their children because they perceived the court process as more fair and, as a

result, participated in services more consistently. Therefore, the mandatory nature of the

FTDC did not interfere with the established positive effects of therapeutic jurispmden-

tial approaches on perceptions of fairness in the court process, and also did not
eliminate procedural justice as the mechanism for positive case outcomes.

There was initial concern that the mandatory nature of the FTDC would interfere

with parents' cooperation and compliance with court orders, but this concern was not

reflected in our data. Therefore, although scholars emphasize voluntary enrollment as
critical to promoting procedural justice in problem-solving courts (Redlich 2010;

Wiener et al. 2010), we found that a mandatory problem-solving court was still able

to promote procedural justice in a way that led to positive case outcomes. FTDC parents
may have perceived the corn! process as fair despite their mandatory participation

because the initial decision to participate is not the only way to ensure voice in the

court process. FTDC parents had many opportunities to express their voice throughout

the court process during the monthly family team meetings and the regular and less

formal contact between parents and the judge, attorneys, caseworkers, and other parties.
It is important to note that describing any court process as voluntary fails to

recognize that none of the participants actually have a choice about being court

involved and ignores the inherently coercive nature of making a deal with the govern-

ment to dismiss criminal charges (FraiUng 2010; RedUch 2010). Regardless of which
court process the participant "chooses" to use, they may be required to complete the

same types of treatments and make the same lifestyle changes. Problem-solving courts

simply adapt the process and provide support based on strategies found to be more

humane and to encourage compliance.

Problem-solving courts are often sun'omded by concerns about due process protec-

tions because participants ax'e asked to waive numerous procedural rights (e.g., right to

trial, right to a jury, right against compelled self-incrmunation) (Quiim 2001). Scholars

often counter due process concerns by emphasizing that voluntary enrollment is a

functional waiver of the associated procedural rights and therefore adequately addresses

those concerns (Brank and Haby 2010). This may leave some wondering whether the

mandatory program discussed here protects due process rights of parents, hi criminal
courts, voluntary participation furthers constitutional protections associated with the

due process of law by allowing individuals to make an explicit and informed waiver of
their protections (Qumn 2001). It is important to note that the FTDC is a dependency

court within the juvenile court system, where the rules of evidence apply differently

under the law and due process protections are less rigorous (L.L. v. Colorado 2000;

Santosky v. Kramer 1982).
Further, two features of the FTDC ensure that due process rights of parents in

juvenile court are protected to the same extent as the control parents. First, the juvenile
courts operate through the parens patriae powers of the government. Parenspatriae is
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Table 6 Correlations between court group CFaioiIy Treatment Dmg Court as "FTDC"; Traditional Dependency Court as "control"), case outcomes, participation scores, and

perceptions of procedural justice

N M{SD) Frequency 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

05

T;
3

1. Court group

2. Reunification

3. Successful case closure

4. Days j&om petition to reunification

5. Days from petition to case closure

6. Average service participation

7. Procedural justice score

168

164

168

65

108

159

159

313.35(183.56)

535.16 (227.50)

1.71 (0.98)

4.42 (0.85)

FTDC (1)^145 (86.3%)
Control (0)= 23 (13.7%)

Yes (1)^67(39.9%)
N0(0)^97(57.7%)

Yes (1)== 56 (33.3%)
No (0)= 110 (66.3%)

.16*

.05

-.04

-.13

.19*

.19*

-.20*

— .43***

jg^c

.24**

-.15

—^41***

^p!:**

.23**

g^***

-.21*

-.02

—.35***

.15 ^9***

*p<.05, **??<.01, ***p<.001; correlations nmmSPSS
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Procedural
Justice

0.27 (0.088,0.448) Service
Participation

Score

:-<
0.19 (0.024,0.374) 0.14 (-0.057, 0,3i6) 0.04 (-0.105,0.189) (U9 (0.024, 0.374)

Court Group 0.06 (-0.112,0.267) > Reunificalion

Indirect eflcct of court group on reunification Hirough procedural justice scores; 0.01 C! 95% [-0.018,0.05S]

Indirect effecl of couit group on reunification through service participation scores: 0.12 CI 95% [-0.015,0.280]

Indirect effect of court group on reunification through procedural Justice scores and service participation scores: 0.05 CI 95% [0.005, 0.125]

Total indirect of court group on reunification; 0.17 CI 95% [-0.008,0.336]

Tolal effect of court group on reunification; 0.23 U 95% [0.025, 0.449]

Fig. 2 Representing each unique model pathway of the serial mediation of court group on reunification

through procedural justice scores and average participation scores. Nonsignfficant pathways (CI 95%) are

represented with dotted lines and significant pathways (CI 95%) are represented with solid lines. Standardized
path coefficients and CI 95% are reported

the authority to provide for the general welfare and intervene when an individual cannot

provide for their own or a dependent's welfare. This authority is limited and considered

a civil issue that requires fewer procedural protections under the law. Second, the
program formaUy begins after the dispositional lieai-ings. Therefore, unlike criminal

problem-solving courts, the program does not begin until after parents have been

adjudicated responsible for child abuse or neglect and after the initial rehabilitation

plan is created. Thus, FTDC parents are not pleading guilty to join the program and do
not have the threat of formal prosecution lingering. The facts of the case are decided in

accordance with the requirement of due process for child dependency court.

Table 7 Unstandardized coefficient and standard errofs representing each unique modeled pathway behveen

court group (Family Treatment Drug Court versus traditional dependency court) and reunification through

procedural justice and average service participation score

Estimate Standard error

Reunification on

Court group

Procedural justice

Average service participation

Participation on

Court group

Procedural justice

Procedural justice on

Court group

0.18

0.04

0.92s'

0.38

0.32^

QAT-

0.31

0.09

0.05

0.28

0.12

0.23

Asterisk indicates significant at 95% confidence interval
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Second, the court orders FTDC parents to participate in more services than control

parents as evidenced by a significant difference in the number of dispositional orders.

However, those additional services are inherent in the FTDC program, including in-

court family team meetings and substance use treatment. Despite the additional orders,

FTDC parents still perceived the court process as more fau- than control parents.
Therefore, although juvenile courts are held to lesser procedural protections than
criminal courts, the FTDC provides the same procedural protections as the traditional

dependency court process without resulting in more negative perceptions of the

process.

Methodological considerations

It is important to discuss the strengths and limitations of our methodology when

considering the practical and theoretical implications of this evaluation. This was the

first evaluation, to our knowledge, to examine a mandatory family drug court. In light
of this, more work on mandatoiy problem-solving courts is needed before broad

generalizations are made from these results.

The first and major limitation of the present evaluation is that we did not directly

compare the effects of voluntary and mandatory participation in a problem-solving

court. Therefore, the results of the present evaluation should not be interpreted to
suggest that one form of enrollment is more effective than the other. However, what the

results do suggest is that a mandatory problem-solving com't can still promote proce-
dural justice in ways observed in voluntary problem-solvmg courts. Future develop-

ment ofproblem-solving courts should consider whether voluntary participation fits the

model of the program and, if mandatory participation is necessary, should ensure that

there are other ways to promote procedural justice.
Moreover, we conducted this project as part of a program evaluation of the Lancaster

County Family Treatment Dmg Court (FTDC). It therefore only represents the expe-

riences of parents in one program. This allowed us to have fairly open access to both
the parents and the court records necessary to conduct the present evaluation, but may

not generalize to other courtrooms, other types of problem-solving courts, or other

jurisdictions. It does, however, provide at least one demonstration of a mandatory

problem-solving court that works effectively for participants.
We also acknowledge lunitations in the control group. First, the FTDC is mandatory

so we used a quasi-experimental design without a "pure" control group. Althougli

propensity score matching was not indicated by the data, the control parents were
different than PTDC parents because they did not have allegations of substance use in
their child abuse/neglect petition. Therefore, the adjudicated issue addressed by the

court process was fundamentally different in kind and treatment for control parents than

FTDC parents. This meant we could not identify whether parents on the FTDC were

more successful in their drug treatment programs or case outcomes than they would

have been had they followed the traditional dependency court process. We also could
not identify whether the control parents would have been. more successful in their
rehabilitation plan had they had the same processes as the PTDC parents. The conh'ol

parents did allow us to make meaningful comparisons, however, because they followed

the traditional dependency court process, were demographic ally comparable, and sat in
front of the same judge as PTDC parents. Second, this was a program evaluation of the
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FTDC so we were able to identify FTDC parents more easily than control parents. This
left us with a larger sample of FTDC parents than control parents. Although the

proportion ofFTDC parents to control parents was skewed, we did have large enough

groups to conduct most significance tests and to detect several medium-sized effects.

It is important to note that our survey results rely on a subsample of FTDC and

control parents. We invited parents to complete our survey following in-court family
team meetings or review hearings. However, parents were not always present in court.

Additionally, a small portion of parents declined to complete sui-veys. They provided

various justifications when declining to participate, such as having limited time or not

being interested. Additionally, despite considerable efifort, research assistants were

unable to attend every in-court family team meeting or review hearing, which meant

some missed data collection opportunities. Therefore, our sample of parents surveyed

may be biased by their willingness to complete the survey and toward parents more

engaged in the court process. Both of these biases would result in more positive
perceptions of the court. However, this is true for both FTDC and control parents

and therefore should not impact observed differences between the two groups.

This sampling bias may have also impacted the mediation analysis. Parents included

in the model included those who completed at least one survey. They were more likely

to be attending court and therefore may have been more likely to be participating in

services and following court orders. As a legal fact, these parents would also be likely

to be reunified as a consequence of their engagement. However, descriptive statistics
from parents who completed the survey illustrated variability in their perceptions of

court, average service participation, and reunification. The bias introduced by the

subsample willing to complete surveys would be expected to average across court

groups.

Lastly, we collected most of this data from court records. This allowed us to gather a

record of parents' court orders and case progression as well as objective data on

whether they were participating in services. This did, however, limit us to the infor-

mation present in the court's ofiRcial documentation, which may not have fully captured
parents' experiences with the court. This was evidenced by a small proportion of

parents' participation in services missing from their case plans. While some information

was missing, most of the information was present in the court records, meaning both
that the court had a record of parents' progress toward reunification and that we could

collect a record for the present evaluation.

Overall, there were both strengths and limitations in the methodology we employed

in fhe present evaluation. We believe it provides a strong foundation that can inform
future work on problem-solving courts but is not defmitive on whether mandatory

problem-solving courts will work in all applications.

Conclusion

Much of the research on problem-solving comls focuses on whether their models

holistically perform better than their traditional counterparts. However, problem-

solving courts are made up of several components fhat differentiate them from tradi-
tional courts. Problem-solvlng courts adhering to the same key components often

implement them in very different ways (Carey et al. 2008; Green et al. 2009). Therefore,
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it is important to maintain flexibility in the implementation of a problem-solving court so

that it can work in ways that consider the needs of a specific population or jurisdiction.
The Lancaster County FTDC and the results of the presented evaluation are a prime

example of this idea. Although the literature on problem-solving courts emphasizes the

need for voluntary participation, the Lancaster County FTDC demonstrated that a

problem-solving court can still promote procedural justice and positive case outcomes

without this requirement. It will be important for future research to continue breaking

apart the specific components ofproblem-solving courts to determine which are essen-
tial to their efficacy and which can be tailored to meet the court's specific needs.

Courts across the country are shifting their focus away from punishment and toward

rehabilitation in order to promote positive and long-term outcomes. Family dmg courts,

in particular, are developing and using imiovative methods of addressing substance use
to rehabilitate parents, reunite families, and prevent recidivism. The Lancaster County

Family Treatment Dmg Court provides one example of how these problem-solving

courts can adapt their processes and continue to effectively serve parties to successfully
work toward fheir goals.
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A Case Study of a Family Treatment Drug Court Track
in Lancaster County/ Nebraska

Roger J/Heideman/Jennie.Cote-Mossmqn/lori Hoetger AKatherine^H^

amily drug COUTIS (FDCs) were first established ixi 1994 as
one judge's response to substance abuse in the majority of
his dependency-court cases.1 Since then, hundreds ofsim-

ilar specialized dependency courts have been established
around the country. FDCs are based on an adult-drug-courl

model established in response lo the apparent revolving door
of drug offenders in criminal court. Drug COUTLS and other

problem-solving courts seek to identify the social and psycho-
logical dysfunction that brought the individuals before the
court. Pmblem-solving-coun judges adopt therapeutic

jurisprudence to assess the dysfunction, prescribe appropriate
services, and provide support, encouragement and account-

ability. Procedural justice, characterized by judicial leadership
and participant autonomy, is one of the psychological tools
used to successfully sdopt therapeutic jurisprudence. Svccess-

ful problem-solving courts rely on judicial leadership for the
network of providers and to engage with the participants.

Additionally, the voluntary nature of problem-solving courts
ensures participants are given autonomy and allowed to exer-

else voice and control in the process.

In this article, we explore the successes and struggles of one

family drug court, the Family Treatment Drug Coun (FTDC)
Track, m Lancaster County, Nebraska. The FTDC Track devel-

oped out of a voluntai-y FTDC initiated by a Lancaster Coualy
juvenile-court judge with grant funding. Funding from Project
Safe Start-Nebraska was used 10 train court personnel (includ-

ing a Department of Health and Human Services case manager

dedicated to the FTDC), provide Child Parent Psychotherapy
to families, and ensure parents on the Track were able to get

immediate treatment placement through an agreement made

with a local residential treatment facility. At the termination of
the grant, the Lancaster County FTDC no longer had any
incentive to offer participants, and the court had dif.ficully
enrolling parents. Judge Roger Heldeman, the first author and
a Lancaster County juvenile-court judge, decided to create a

mandatory Family Treatment Drug Court Track. Any families
with allegations of child abuse or neglect related to substance
use or abuse by a parent arc assigned to Judge Heideman's

docket, ordered to participate in the FTDC Track in the dispo-
sitional order, and receive specialized services, more frequent

meetings, and more supervision and accountabiUly,2

An independent evaluation, including case-file reviews and

parent interviews, demons Ira les that the mandatory nature of

die FTDC Track has not negatively impacted perceptions of
fairness. Forty-two cases have been assigned to the FTDC

Track since it began in early 2014. Parents report that they feel
the process of getting their children returned to Oiem is fair
and thai they can be open and honest in team meetings, Addi-
tionally, parents on the FTDC Track report that th&y receive
praise from the judge more than do families not on the Track.
Though the FTDC Track is mandatory, parents on die FTDC
Track indicate thai they feel they have a voice in the depen-
dency-court process.

This article will first discuss the goals and tools of problem-
solving courts, specifically the role of the judge in implement-
ing therapeutic jurisprudence through ihe use of procedural-
justice principles. Next, it will discuss the developmenl of fam-
ily drug courts and how the FTDC Track was started and
developed in Lancaster County. The goals and methods of the
FTDC Track will be presented, along with the results of an
ongoing evaluation of the FTDC Track. Finally, the article will
conclude with an in-depth discussion of the evolution of ihe
FTDC Track, emphasizing the issues faced, solutions imple-

mented, and lessons learned, Though problem-solving courts

are usually voluntary, the experience in the FTDC Track
demonstrates that there are alternative ways to give parlici-

pants voice in a mandatory program.

PROCEDURAL JUSTICE IN PROBLEM" SOLVING COURTS
Problem-solving courts seek to identify and address the psy-

cbological and social issues that bring individuals before the
court, including drug addiction, mental illness, and domestic

violence Juvenile courl, first established in Illinois in 1899,3 is
often considered the first problem-solvmg court.'1 Each day,

dependency-court judges consider issues of permanency case

by case^ based on the issues facing each family, judges consider
wheiher parents are suffering from mental illness, substance

abuse, or other relevant issues and determine what will best

address those needs, including treatment, vocational training,

parenting classes, and other rehabilitalive services. More

Footnotes
1. Jose B. Ashfordi Comparmg, the Effects of Judicial Versus ChilfJ Pro'

tecttve 5ervice Re?ations)iips OH Parenlal Aiiiwdes in (he jweniU

Dependency Process, 16 RES. Soc. WORK PRAC. 582 (2006).
2, The court administrator examines all petitions filed in Lancaster

County Juvenile Coun for aUcgatiohs ot child abuse and neglect
ihat include substance abuse by a parem, This may include an
allegation thai the child is placed ai risk of harm due lo the par-

enils substance abuse or information included m a supponmg affi-

davk that indicates a parent's substance abuse contributed to the

allegations.
3. Marvin VentreU, Evobilion of (Jie Dependency Component of the

Juvenile Court, 49Juv. &FAW. CT.J. 17, 17 (1998),
4, Cindy S. Ledermau, The Marriage of Science and the Law in Chiid

Welfare Case5, in PROBLEM SOLVING COURTS 23, 25 (Richard L.
Wiener & Eve M. Brank eds,, 2013).
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recently, judges in adult court have also looked beyond the tra-

dilional legal goats of the criminal-justice sysiem to address
the revolving door ofnonviolem offenses,3 Drug courts,6 men-

tal-health courts,7 and domes lie-violence courts8 seeking to

address this concern have been established across the coumry.

Specialized dependency courts have also begun to focus on the
specific issues facing families, establishing family drug courts
and family domestic-violence courts.

Like traditional dependency courts, problem-solving courts

and specialized dependency courts should be based on the
principies of therapeutic jurisprudence to address the psycho-
logical and social causes of crime.9 Therapeutic jurisprudence
is a change in jurisprudential practice that incorporates social
science into the legal system and recognizes ihe (often nega-

live) impact the law and leg^l actors can have on an individ-

ual.10 The judge acts as a therapeutic agent by assessing the

social and psychological malfunctions of the defendant, pre-
scribing services to address those malfunctions, and providing
social support through listening and accountability to promote
compliance.11 Therapeutic jurisprudence provides judges
insight into what they need to know and do to be successful
through psychological principles.

Procedural justice is among the tools and principles avail-
able for successful application of therapeutic jurisprudence.12
As discussed in this article, "procedural jusilce" refers to the

evaluation of formal decision-making procedures as fair and

unbiased.13 The fair-process effect demonstrales that when

individuals are allowed, to present their side of the story, they

are more satisfied with (he outcome and the experience.14 Fair

process has been operalionalizcd in the research as providing
participants ihe opportunity to express their preferences.35

Through a. variety of mechanisms, evaluations of fair process

and satisfaction with the process predict compliance with the
outcome, such as the court order.16 As a tool of tliersp&utic

jurisprudence, judges in prob-
lem-solving courts employ the

principles of procedural
by actively listening to
pants' needs and concerns.17 &%^^^1^

Judichl leadership is key to
successfully implementing prob-
lem-solving courts with thera-

peutic jurisprudence and proce-
dural justice,18 Participants
receive signals related to proce-

including active listening, over-

sight, and engagement, commu-

nicate lo participants thai iheir preferences and needs are

heard, valued, and respected, and that someone else cares

about the outcome of their case.19 When judges take the time

to listen to the court participants* successes and struggles, as

problem-solving-court judges do, participants experience and

evaluate the whole process differently, as more just and fair.
The jusi-and-fair evaluation increases the likelihood the par-
ticipants will engage m services, comply with court orders, and

be successfully discharged from the court.

Traditionally, respect for participant autonomy and expres-

sion of preferences are considered central to ensuring thera-

peutic jurisprudence and procedural justice. Problem-solvmg-

court judges should seek to avoid paternalism and allow par-
ticipants to decide for themselves if they want treatment and
the other benefits that go along with participation or if they
would rather address the charges in a tradilional court.20 The

voluntary nature of problem-solving courts is thought to pro-

vide for self-detemmialion and choice, which are central to

psychological health.21 Additionally, it allows participants to

5. Richard L- Wiener, Bmcc J. Winicki Leah Skovran Georges &"
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(2008).
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the psychosocial well-being of
the participants and their per-

thought to achieve the goals of
therapeutic jurisprudence and procedural justice in part
through their voluntary nature.

Problem-solving courts generally aim to address a particular

population or problem in the courE system. One population
that is particularly vulnerable is abused and neglected chil-
dren. Problem-solving courts can help improve outcomes for

vulnerable children involved in dependency cases. Family
drug courls developed to address cases where children are
removed from their parents' care due to substance-abuse

issues.

FAMILY DRUG COURTS
Judge Charles McGee implemented the first family drug

court in 1994 as a response to observing that a laige majority
of cases on his dependency-court docl<et involved substance

abuse.22 In the more than 20 years since then, over 300 juris"

dictions have established such programs.23 FDCs wete adapted
from the adult-criminal-dmg-court model with an emphasis
on individualized serrices and substance-abuse tTe&tment.24

The general FDC model stresses the importance of cooidinal-

ing subsiance-abuse irealmeni with child protective senrice$.

Parents are presented with the option to voluntarily enroll in
the FDC instead of participating in the traditional dependency-
court docket. FDCs often involve more frequent hearings or

meetings, escalating sanctions for infractions, and rewards for

compliance and case progression,

An important aspect of FDCs is th& relationship between
the judge and ttic parents. In an FDC in Pima County, Arizona,

the judge served a case-management function and was focused

on providing parents with support in subslance-abuse u-eal-

ment. This may explain the fmdings that parents in the Pima
County FDC perceived more trust and fairness in the judge
than non-FDC parents perceived In their social worker.25

These findings provide evidence thai a judge highly involved
in all aspects of the case can result in better perceptions of fatr-

ness by ihe parenls.

For these reasons, judge Linda Porter in Lancaster County,

Nebraska, decided lo implement an FDC with the aid of grants

from Project Sale Start-Nebraska and the Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA). The Pro-
ject Safe Start grant, starting in 2010, intended to raise tlie bar
for services for young children and their relationship with
their parents, particularly in families with methamphetginine
abuse. These grants enabled Judge Porter to establish a votun"
tary family-treatment drug court that followed the core lends
of family drug courts. The initial FTDC paid for Child Parent
Psycho therapy, an evidence-based therapy thai helps reestab-
lish hcaUhy parent-child. relationships and was not paid for by
Medicaid in Nebraska until more recently. In 2014Judge Hei-
deman assumed the role of the presiding judge of the FTDC.
The families were provided with a specialized substance-abuse
intake and a caseworker dedicated to the FTDC. In addition,
families participated in monthly team meetings with the judge
and more frequent review hearings than non-FTDC depen-

dency cases.

The Lancaster County FTDC was entirely voluntary, par"

cnls who have substance abuse alleged in the petition were
given tlie option of proceeding wiA the Lancaster County
FTDC or with the traditional court system. Iniiialty, the main
incentive for participating in the Lancaster County FTDC was
the immediate availability of treatment and payment for Child
Parent Psycho therapy. A treatment provider in Lincoln,

Nebraska, agreed to hold beds open for parents involved with
the program. This meant that parents would be able to enter

treatment immediately instead of having to be placed on a
waiting list that could mean days or weelc$ before getting treat-
mneni. Once the grants thai funded the initial Lancaster County

FTDC ended, there was less incentive to participate in the

additional hearings and team meetings. Very few parents chose

to participate with the Lancaster County FTDC.26
Families were not asked why they refused 10 participate.

Howevei, one }iypo(hesis suggested by the team in LancasteT

County is that there was not enough of an incentive to partic-
ipate. In adult criminal dmg court, the incemives are ckar and
very different from those defendants can receive in adult crim-
inal court (e.g., expungement of record). But the incentives in

Lancaster County FTDC did nol differ from those in tradi-
tional dependency court. Parents who comply with court

orders snd complete a case plan in both FTDC and traditional
dependency court will work toward reunification with their
children and case closure. There were no immediately obvious

benefits to participating in the Lancaster County FTDC> other

than potentially pleasing the judge.
In early 2014 Judge Heideman decided to change the Fam"

ily Treatment Drug Court from a voluntary program to a
mandatory one. The program would retain mgny of the other

tenets o{ the FTDC» except parents would not be presented

with the choice to participate, This raised several concerns

22. Ashford, supra noie 1, at 382,

23, WEST HUDDLESTON & DOUGLAS B. MASti.OWE, PAIN'HNC THE CURRENT

PICTURE: A NATIONAL REPORT ON DRUG COURTS AND OTHER PROiBLEiM
SOLVING COURT PROGRAMS IN THE UNITED S-FATfES (2011),
http;//www,ndci.org/sHcs/default/files/nadcp/PCP%20Reportl:)o20
F1NAL.PDH

24. Meghan M, Wheeler & Carson L. Fox, Jr., Fcnmly Dependency

Trealmeni Cowt: Applying (he Drag Coitri Mode} in Chilrf Maiireat-

went Cdses, 5 DRUG CT, PRAC. 1:ACT SHEET 1 (2006).
25. Asbford, supra note I ,at 588.

26. Other studies on family-ircatmeni drug courts report a refusal rate

of approximately 56%. ]os€ B. Ashford, Treating Substance-Abusing
Parents: A Study of the P\ma Count)' Fdmily Dritg Courl Approadi, 55
Juv. fa FAM. CT.J. 27, 31 (2004).
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about the program. For one, it was possible parents would be

resistant to a mandatory track that included elements addi-

tional EG the traditional dependency court. Also, the team was

concerned that makuig the FTDC mandatory would funda-
mentally change the effectiveness of the program. The team
decided to conduct an evaluation of the new program to deter-

mine if these concerns were warranted.

FAMILY TREATMENT DRUG COURT TRACK
The new program was renamed the Family Treatment Drug

Court Track to reOecl its mandatory nature. Tlie FTDC Track

was officially implemented in January 2014. The main goals of
the FTDC Track include: establish a network of evidence-
based service providers who have experience with substance

abuse and can adequately serve families; provide ongoing sup-

port to parents; monilor families' growth and progress and

aclmowledge positive steps with praise; allow parents to assess
their own strengths, weaknesses, and progress throughout tlie

Track; and provide services for children to ensure healthy emo"
tlonal and physical development throygh cvidence-based prac-
Eices. The main components of the FTDC Track are identiftca-
Lion and selection of families, monthly team meetings^ emer-

gency team meetings as needed, 90-day review hearings, spe-

cialized trauma-infbrmed substance-abuse and parenting ser-

vices, and timely implementation of corrective measures.

Idetttification and Selection of Families
As slated above, die FTDC Track Is mandatory for eligible

families. The primary way families arc idendfied as eligible for
the FTDC Track is if parental substance abuse is idenUfied in
the affidavit supporting the removal of the children from the
parents' care. This could include individuals who were on

drugs or in possession of drugs while caring for their chitd or
whose child tested positive for drugs at birth. These families
are automatically piaced on Judge Heideman's docket. Families
are aiso ident.iRed as eligible if parental substance abuse is
identified in the initial investigation by Child Protective Ser-
vices or if parental substance abuse is identified following
adjudicalion. All eligible families are placed on or transferred
to Judge Heideman's docket. The only exception is if the fam-
Hy has had a prior child-dependency-court case with a differ-
ent juvemle-court judge; these families remain with their ini-
tial judge unless that judge determines the FTDC Track is a

better option for the family. It is not known how many families
qualify for the FTDC TYaclc but remam with another judge.

Monthly Team Meetings and Emef'gevicy Team Meetings
Each family participates in a monthly team meeting that

includes the caseworker, parents, parents' altorneys, guardian

ad litem, county aitorney, and any other interested party. The

judge is not present for the first pan of the team meeting. The
caseworker leads the team meetings but involves and engages

the parents as much as possible. For example, the caseworker

asks ibe parents to report on their own progress in the case,

state iheir self-reported sobriety dale, and inform other parties

how the children are doing. If there is an issue the parties come
to agreement on, such as visitation, the parties c^n stipulate to

changes in the rehabititative plan.
Judge Heideman joins each teain meeting for the last 10

minutes. He sits at the table with

the parents and does not wear

his judicial robes. The judge
engages the parents, asking them

for updates and how ihey feel
the case is going. Importantly, he

directly asks the parents for a
self-assessment of their progress.

This allows parents to express
their hopes and frustrations and
allows all parties to get a sense of how the parents are feeHng
about their own progress- The judge directly gives the parents
praise or crmcism based on their reporl. Throughout the case,

the judge ensures that the parents are aware that everyone's

goal is lo have the children safely reunified with their parents.
In addition, any party is able to schedule an emergency

team meeting to address concerning behaviors or new situa-

tions such as a discharge from treatment or loss of liousmg.

This provides the ability to immediately get the parent back on
track. Parties can address issues as they arise instead of waiting

for future hearings. This prevents parents from deteriorating
quickly.

90-Day Review Hearings
In addition to the monthly team meetings, the families have

formal review liearings every 90 days (or more frequently if
necessary). More frequent review hearings have been held for

issues such as a change in treatment needs or reported non-

compliance with the case plan. These lnearings are more struc"

tured than the team meetings. Judge Heideman presides from
the bench, attorneys can call witnesses and raise objections,

and parties introduce exhibits mio evidence. The judge issues

orders following the review hearings.

SpeciaU'ied Substance'Abiise Services
Case managers dedicated to the FTDC Track have famiHar-

ity with what services are available for people, with a history of
substance abuse. Ail recommendations the case managers sub-

mit to the court incorporate best practices for families with
parental substance abuse. Parents undergo recommended drug

and alcohol treatment that may range from outpatient to tong-

term inpatient. All parents are also required to undergo ran-

dom drug and alcoho] testing. The preferred method of testing
is a call-in method where the parent musi call in to the desig-

nated line each mormng to know if tihiey are scheduled to tesl
thai day. The judge prefers this method, as it allows the parents
to be accountable for their own lesting.

If the family includes children under the age of five, the
family also receives a Parent Child Inieraction Assessment
(sometimes referred to as a Safe Start Assessment) and Child
Parent Psychotherapy if needed, The assessment and the ther-

apy are designed to address any trauma or harm caused by the

parental substance abuse and accompanying events that led to

the removal of the child. This evidence-based therapy can help
repair and enhance the parcni.-child relationship, promote ihc

child's social and emotional development, and minimize the

harmful developmenlgl consequences that may have resulted
from the necessity of being placed in care.

Other services that address the specific needs of this popu-
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lation include an assigned Par-

enl Partner (a peer mentor who

has had prior experience with
dependency court) and parent-

ing classes such as Circle of
Security (a relationship-based
parenting class designed 10
enhance attachment security

between children and parents).

The services are tailored to each

family and designed lo put the
parents back on track to be
reunited with the children.

Potmtwl Corrective Measures

If 9 parent fails to participate
in ordered services or otherwise

is not complying with the provisions of the case plan, the case-

worker may use corrective measures. These measures are only

ordered following disposition. Corrective measures include (1)
paying lab costs associated with drug tests, (2) participating in
structured activities, and (3) completing writing assignments.
These corrective measures are designed lo hold ihe parent

accountable for Ms or her actions and to provide a structured

schedule to give the parent less time 10 be tempted by drugs or
alcohol.

Parents will never be terminated from the FTDC Track. The
only ways parents are disc.harged from the Track are (1) reunit-

ing with their children and closing the case or (2) terminating
their parental rights to the children. As long as tlie family has
an open case, the family will be on the FTDC Tiack,

EVALUATION OF THE HOC TRACK
As stated above^ an evaluation of the FTDC Track is ongo-

ing to ensure the mandatory nature of the Track does not

impede its effectiveness or deter parents from fully engaging.
Members of ihe evaluation team reviewed case files for infor-

mation on dates of court hearings, case-closure information,

and case plans. In addition, members of the evaluation team

interviewed parents following family team meetings on their
perceptions of ihe FTDC Track.

Crtse Infortiwtion
As of October 15, 2015, 42 families have participated in the

PTDC Track for a total of 69 children (average age =2.2 years).
Twenty-eight families (66.7%) identify as white, four (9.5%)
identify as African-American, four (9.5%) identify as Hispanic,
and three (7.1%) identify as American Indian (the race and
ethnicity of the remaimng families are unknown).

Eleven cases (26.2%) have closed as of Ociober IS, 2015,
due to establishment of permanency via yeynificadon (A? = 6)

or termination of parental rights and successful adoption (N
5). The average number of days between when the petition is

filed lo the date the court terminates its Jurisdiction over the
case is 451.1, approximaEely 15 months. The parents in nine
cases additional to the above closed cases (21.4%) have relin-
quished their parental righis, and the parents in three addi-
tional cases (7,1%) have had their parental rights terminated.

Notably, it is becoming clear early in FTDC Track cases
whether children can be safely reunited with their parents or
whether alternative permanency oplions need to be pursued.

Children have been reunified with a parent in 11 cases
(26.2%). Anecdotally, it appears that children are reunifying
with parents relatively quickly (on average, 213.8 days, or
about 7 months).27 Parental rights have been relinquished or
terminated in 12 cases. The average number of days from the

petition being filed to parents relinquishing their parental
rights is 428 days, a little over 14 months. The average num-
her of days from the petition being filed to the filing of a
motion to terminate parental riglit$ is 389.1 days, or less than
13 months. Although these data are preliminary, they indicate
thai the parties are able to idenlify whether reunification or an
alternative permanency placement should be sought early in
Ole case.

Parettts1 Perceptions of Procedural Justice

A member of the evaluation team conducted interviews

with parents following team meetings. The interviewer

explained thai lie or she was assisting the judge in implemenl-
mg and evaluating the Track and that the Judge would appre-
date hearing from parents involved with the Track. The imer-
viewer also lold the parents that their individual responses
would never be shared \vith the judge or any other person oul-

side the evaluation team; the responses would only be aggre-
gated and shared in summary form.

Parents who agreed lo answer the questions were given a

form with 11 questions about their experiences on the Track.

The questions asked ihe parents whether they thoughi the
process was fair and how much say they had in the process.

The parents also answered questions about their relationship

with Judge Heideman and their case manager. Each quesiion

was answered on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 ^strongly
agree). Statements were aimed at parents1 perceptions of ihe

fairness of the court process and the degree EO which they felt
comfortable speaking al team meetings. Parents were allowed
to skip questions if they did not feel comforiable answering
and also had the oppoiiuniiy 10 provide comments and ques-
tions about the Track at ihe bottom of the form.

To examine whether a difference exists between parents

involved with the FTDC Track and those wlio were not, eval-

uators interviewed eight parents from live families involved in

dependency cases in Judge Hcideman's court who were not on

27. In 2014, the median number of months from removal lo reunifi-

cation in the southeastern Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices service area, including Lancaster County, Nebraska, was 12
months. This is not a directly comparable sample as this includes

families thai do not have allegations of substance abuse, but il

provides some context for the currem data. See THROUGH THE EYRS

OF THE CHILD iNlTIAttVEt CASE PttOGUESSION & COURT IMPROVEMENT
DATA REPORT 2014-2015: D[STR!CT 3: LANCASTER COUNTY,

htlps://(;ip.nebrasl<a.gov/siles/cip.nebraska.gov/{iles/me5/34/20i5
_daia^leam^3. pdf.
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the Track.28 These families are different than FTDC Track fami-
lies because they did not have allegations of substance abuse
included in the petition or subsequently discovered in the ini-
tial investigation, but the parents did have children removed
from their care. These compsrison families only participated in
traditional dependency court, and the judge did not attend their
team meetings (held every three months).

Forty-lhree parents were interviewed in 33 separate FTDC

Track cases.29 Overall, parents seemed to appreciate the Track

and recognized that it aims to safely return the children to the
parents' care. Twenty-nine parents (65.9%) agreed that ihe

process of getting their cluldren back was fair, and 38 (88.4%)
agreed thai the goal of rtie FTDC Track was to get their children
returned to them. TNrty-four (79.1%) reported that they had
access to the services they needed to get their children returned
to them. Importantly, the majority of parents (86%) stated that
Aey knew what needed to be done to get their children
returned to tliem. These results indicate that parents under"

stood the FTDC Track process and viewed it as fair.
A majority of parents on the FTDC Track reported that they

had voice in the process of g&tting their children returned to
their care. Thirty-three parents (76.8%) agreed that their voice
was heard at family team meetings; thirLy-one (72.1%) agreed
thai they had a say in decisions that affected them and their
children. This is important because It demonstrates thai parents

slili felt like valuable participants in the process even though
the FTDC Track is mandatory.

As discussed above,judicial leadership and parents' relation-
siiip with the judge are both important in problem-solving
courts. Thiny-six parents (83.7%) reported that they received
praise from the judge when they made progress toward their
goals. In contrast, only 30 parents (69.8%) slated they received
praise from their caseworker when they made progress. Consis-

tent with previous research,30 it appears diat parents on the

FTDC Track have a positive relationship with the judge.
The parents in the comparison group not on the FTDC Track

perceived die dependency-court process similarly to those on

the Track. The majority (87.5%) recognized that the goal of the
process was to get their children returned to them, reported that

tliey knew what needed to be done to have their children
returned to their care (87.5%), and said that they had access to
the services they needed (87.5%), Additionally, all of the par-
ents indicated that they felt comfortable speaking in team meet-
ings, but just over half (62.5%) felt that their voice was heard in
team meetings. The majority (87.5%) agreed that they had a say
in the decisions that affected them and their cliildren. Five par-
cni5 (62.5%) agreed that the dependency-court process was fair,

Overall, there were not many differences m how parents on the

Track and traditional dependency-court parents perceived the

process.

Similarly, the majority of non-Track parents (75%) agreed

that they received praise from
their caseworker when they

made progress toward their

goals. Five (62.5%) agreed thai
they could go to their case-

worker if they had concerns

about their ability to meet
goals. However, only three

Track parents (37.5%) agreed
that they received praise from
the judge when they made
progress toward their goats as
compared lo the majority (83.7%) of Track parents. Track pav-
ents reported receiving praise significantly more than did non-
Track families (x2(4) = 19.806> p - .005).

Parents on the FTDC Track may perceive more praise from

the judge than similar parents not on the Track. Though the
comparison group is small, preliminary analysis shows that
proporEionally more parents on the Track report receiving
praise from the Judge than parents not on the Track. This indi-
cates that the FTDC Track may be fostering a more positive
relationship between parents and the judge, a factor ihat may
be important in improving outcomes for children.

DISCUSSION
Judicial leadership plays a major role in problem-solving

courts and can lead to better engagement among participants.

Participants who are engaged in the process and perceive the

process as fair are more likely to comply with the terms of the
process. This can result in better outcomes for all participants,

including vulnerable children in family problem-solving
courts.

One potential barrier to implementing problem-solving
courts and maintaining the implementation is funding- Fund-

ing is often temporary or contingent on factors external to Ole

program uself, thus not always guaranteed for any length of
time. Once a problem-solvmg court loses its funding^ it may be

difficult or impossible for the court to continue.

For family drug courts m panicular, the loss of funding may
mean ihe program can no longer support the incentives that

encourage parents to participate in a voluntary program. FDCs

require parents to participate in more meetings and to be sub-

jected to more potential sanctions than traditional dependency
court; there is no real incenuve from FDCs themselves, Pro-

grains often Include incentives for parents, such as the imme-

diate availability of a u-eatmem bed. But without a funding
source, these incentives become more difficult to maintain.

One solution to thai problem is lo make the FDC manda-
lory for eligible parents. However, an important part of many

problem-solving courts is that they give participams a voice in

the process, beginning with the decision to choose to panici-

28. Parents interviewed for the control group do not liave substance
abuse identified as an tssue contributing to their invoivemenl in

the court. Therefore, it is not a perfect comparison group but the
best one that could be constructed because it was not feasible 10
do a randomized control irial.

29. Parents are interviewed at multiple time points throughout the

case to evaluate changes in perception over time, but due 10 the

smsli sample size, the results presented IICTC are only for one
interview from each parent. We included the parent's mosi recent

interview in thcye analyses.

30-Ashfard, supra note 1.
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pate. If a program is no longer voluntary, participants could

perceive the program as less fair and feel that they have less of
a voice in the process.

This article describes one program that was mandatory for
all eligible participants. From th& beginning^ die program was
driven by strong judicial leadership that encouraged aU pro-
gram participants, from caseworkers to attorneys to parents,

that [lie program would help children safely reunify with their
parents. Ayear and a half after implementation of the program,
the mandatory FTDC Track is working well. Forty-two fami-
lies have parUcipated in the Track; eleven of these families
have successfully reunified. Families appear to be either reuni-
tying or lerminating the relationship between parents and chil-
dren more quickly than in other dependency cases. Children
seem lo be achieving permanency quickly in FTDC Track
cases. In addition, the mandatory nature of the Track does not

appear to hurt perceptions of procedural justice. Parents report

they fed they have a voice in the process and that their voice
is heard at team meetings to the same extent as in traditional

dependency couri. The similarity of these ratings is not sur-

prising because traditional dependency court and the FTDC
Track are both problem-solving models, seeking to address
social and psychological dysfunction. Importantly, parents on
the FTDC Track recognize that the judge praises them for their
progress toward their goals. This indicates the relationship
between parents and the judge is positive, despite the manda-
tory nature of the Track.

More data collected over ume can help determine whether
the Track successfully and safely reumfics children with their
parents when there are issues with substance abuse. Such a

program can be a model for other courts that wish to use a

problem-solving court to address substance abuse in depen-

dency cases but lack long-term funding to implement incen-

iives to participate. Preliminary results indicate that judicial
adoption of tlierapeutic jurisprudence and procedural-justice
principles can have a positive impact for substance-abuse-

involved parents and their children in dependency court, even
if paTticipation in the program iis not voluntary.

LESSONS LEARNED FOR OTHER COURTS
For other courts considering begmnmg a mandaiory FDC,

there are a few important lessons the Lancaster County FTDC

Track has taught the authors. First, judicial leadership is vital
to ihe success of the Track. A judge will have to devote con-

siderable resources to the Track and convince other court per-

sonnet of the Track's importance. Part ojt judicial leadership is
being a therapeutic agent to the parents on the Track. This
includes providing suppon to parents in a way that may be
very different than traditional dependency court. Informal
interaction can help parents relate to the judge and see him or
her as another support person instead of someone who is

working to keep their kids away from ihem. Second, the
mandatory nature of the Track does not necessarily take away

from its impact. This may be because the informal interaction
with the judge creates a relaxed, collaboraiive atmosphere and

allows for the parents to feel th&y are an important pan of a

team. Lastly, it is very imporianl to create buy-in to the Track

early on in the process of development. Many individuals,
including court personnel, Department of Healib and Human

Services staff, family suppoU agencies, and mental-health ser-

vice providers, can give important insight to what is needed to

help parents succeed. Whatever form a family drug court may
take, it will help parenis in their journey and wilt work toward
the goal of reunifying children with their families.
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Memorandum

From: Nebraska Resource Project for Vulnerable Young Children
To: Judicial Resource Commission
Re: Family Treatment Drug Court
Date: November 5, 2019

Introduction

In January 2014 the Lancaster County Family Treatment Drug Court (FTDC) Track was
established as an alternative court process for child abuse and neglect cases with a petition

alleging substance abuse. This memorandum describes the evaluation method and findings on
case outcomes and parents' experiences with the court process. The Nebraska Resource Project

for Vulnerable Young Children evaluation found that FTDC cases close through both
reunification and termination of parental rights in fewer days than other abuse and neglect cases
and that FTDC parents feel more heard by the court team, case workers, and the judge than other

abuse and neglect cases.

Families facing allegations of child abuse or neglect because of substance use are assigned to
Judge Heideman's couit except when the family had a previous case -with a different judge.

Cases can also transfer to Judge Heideman from other Lancaster County juvenile court judges

when substance use issues are revealed later in the case. Eligible families begin the FTDC after
the disposition hearing and order when they are assigned a case manager who primarily works
with families on the FTDC. In the FTDC, court orders often include particular services, such as

utilizing a call-in drug testing service, and that families participate in a monthly Family Team
Meeting with case managers, attorneys, service providers, support persons, and Judge Heideman.
Families involved in FTDC meet informally with the court team once a month to identify
successes and barriers to engaging in services. Additionally, FTDC families have formal review

hearings every three months. The FTDC program in primary characterized by the more frequent
formal and informal contacts between families and the court. As of July 30, 2019, records
indicated that 190 families have been involved with FTDC and 44 families have been identified
for a comparison group.

Beginning on October 1, 2016, Lancaster County received a drug court enhancement grant from
the Office for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) of the United States
Department of Justice. The grant funds were intended to secure spots in treatment programs to

allow parents to enter treatment quickly and to develop a supportive housing program. Families
in which the children were removed after October 1, 2016 received access to these services

which were funded by the OJJDP Grant.

The Nebraska Resource Project for Vulnerable Young Children CNRPVYC) at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln's Center on Children, Families, and the Law is conducting an ongoing two"

part evaluation of the FTDC. To conduct this evaluation, the NRPVYC evaluation team
reviewed case files through the Nebraska online case management database, JUSTICE, for case

progression and outcome data and interviewed parents about their experiences with the court.



The results reveal that FTDC cases close in fewer days and that FTDC parents are more satisfied

as compared to other abuse and neglect cases.

Case Information and Progression

The NRPVYC evaluation team reviewed the case files of 234 families involved with the child
dependency court (FTDC: n = 190; Control; n = 44). This accounted for 445 total children
(average age = 5,1 years) (FTDC: n = 361; Control: n == 84). DHHS case plans and court reports

identified 234 children as White (52.6%), 74 as Black or African American (16.6%), 58 as
American Indian or Alaska Native (13.0%), 18 as mixed race (4.0%), 18 as Hispanic (4.0%), and
2 as Asian or Pacific Islander (0.4%). The race of 20 children was unknown (4.5%). There was at

least one father involved in 120 (63.2%) FTDC families, and 25 (56.8%) control group cases. A
Native American Nation intervened in 21 (11.1%) FTDC cases and 5 (11.4%) control cases
under the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA). See Table 1 for all case progression statistics,
including means and significance tests.

The court closed 136 (71.6%) FTDC group cases and 33 (75.0%) of control group cases. FTDC
cases closed in significantly fewer days after the petition was filed on average than control

group cases, F(l, 167) = 12.9,,? < .001. Additionally, FTDC cases closed in significantly fewer
days after the date of disposition as compared to control group cases, F (1, 163) = 7.4, p < .010.

See Figure 1 for the mean number of days between the date the petition was filed and the
disposition hearing was held to the date
the court terminated their jurisdiction for

539.7, both FTDC and control cases.
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Figure I. Case progression for all closed cases for the FTDC
and control group cases.
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been reunified in FTDC and control group
cases. See Figure 2 for the case status for
FTDC and control cases. Of the 190
FTDC cases, the children had been
reunified with at least one parent in 83

(43.7%) families. Of the 44 control cases,
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Figwe 2. Case outcomes for FTDC (n = 190) and control group (n = 44) cases.



the children had been reunified with at least one parent in 18 (40.9%) families. Although
children reunified with their parents in the same number of days following the petition, cases
closed in fewer days following reunification for FTDC as compared to control group cases.

See Figure 3 for the average number of days between significant case milestones for FTDC and

control cases in which the child(ren) have reunified with at least one parent. The average number

of days from petition to reunification was the same for FTDC and control group cases, F(1, 95)

= \.\,p > .05. From date of disposition, the average number of days to reunification was also the

same for FTDC and control group cases, F(l, 95) = 0.1, p > .05.

Of the families in which children have been reunifled with at least one parent, 74 (89.2%) FTDC
and 16 (88.9%) control group cases have closed. Importantly, FTDC cases closed in fewer

days following the petition, disposition, and reunification than control group cases. The

average number of days from petition to case closure was significantly shorter for FTDC than the

control group, 7?(1, 87) = 9.6,^>< .01. The number days from disposition to case closure was

also significantly shorter for FTD Ceases than the control group, F(l, 85) = 7.03, p < .01.

Finally, the average number of days from reunification to case closure was significantly fewer

for FTDC than the control group, F (1, 85) = 6.9,7? < .01. For successful families, more

frequent contacts with the court provides the professionals with more confidence in sending
children home and keeping children iu their homes, which enables the FTDC team to close

cases in fewer days.
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Figure 3. Case progression for reumfied cases for the FTDC and control group cases.
*p<.05.

The same proportion ofFTDC and control group cases resulted in termination or

relinquishment of parental rights. Sixty-nine (36.3%) FTDC cases and 16 (36.4%) control
group cases resulted in at least one parent's rights terminated. Similarly, the State filed the same

number of Motions to Terminate Parental rights for cases in both groups, including 47 (24.7%)
Motions in FTDC cases and 11 (25.0%) in Motions in control cases. The groups also ended with
the same number of terminations of parental rights in a formal trial and parents' voluntary



relinquishment of their rights. At least one parent relinquished their parental rights in 53 (27.9%)
FTDC cases and 10 (22.7%) control group cases. And the court terminated the parental rights at

least one parent following a trial in 16 (8.4%) FTDC cases and 6 (13.6%) control group cases.
See Figure 2 for a graphical depiction of the case status for FTDC and control cases.

FTDC cases achieve permanency through termination of parental rights and adoption in
fewer days than control group cases. Professionals report that this is because the more frequent

contacts required by the FTDC court process enable them to be more certain about the parents
ability to make progress toward the rehabilitation plan. For cases in which at least one parent's

parental rights were terminated by the court following a trial, the Motion to Terminate Parental
Rights was filed in significantly fewer days for those on FTDC as compared to the control group
cases, F (1, 19) = 7.5,^? < .05. Motions to Terminate Parental Rights were also filed in

descriptively fewer days for FTDC cases, ^(1, 44)= 1.2,p> .05. Professionals were prepared to

progress toward ultimate outcomes in cases in which they had more contacts with the parents, as
demonstrated by their willingness to ask for consideration of those outcomes in fewer days.

Further, FTDC cases close th'ough adoption in fewer days following relinquishment and
termination of parental rights. For cases in which a parent relinquished their parental rights,

FTDC cases close in significantly fewer days following relinquishment than control group cases,
F(\, 51) == 10.2,^» < .01. See Figure 4 for case progression means in which at least one parent

relinquished their parental rights. Similarly, FTDC cases close in descnptively fewer days
following a trial to terminate parental rights than control group cases, F (1, 15) = 4.0,p > .05.

See Figure 5 for case progression means for cases in which at least one parent has lost their

parental rights through court order following a trial.
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Figure 4. Case progression for cases in which at least one parent relmqmshed their parental rights for the FTDC and
control group cases.
*p < .05, MTPR = Motion to Termmatiofi Parental Rights
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Figure 5. Case progression for cases in which at least one parent s parental rights were terminated following
trial for the FTDC and control group cases.
*p <, 05, MTPR - Motion to Termination Parental Rights, TPR ° Termination of Parental Rights

Parent perceptions of the court process

The NRPVYC evaluation team has attempted 325 interviews with FTDC (n = 282) and control
(n = 43) parents. NRPVYC evaluators began tracking declined interviews in Fall 2016 and do
not have data on declined interviews before then. Parents have declined 41 (20.0%, based on 205

total interviews since Fall 2016) interviews. FTDC Track parents have declined 32 (18.2%,
based on 176 FTDC interviews since Fall 2016) interviews and control parents have declined 9
(31.0%, based on 29 control interviews since Fall 2016) interviews.

See Table 2 and Figure 6 for the mean responses to the eleven statements and significance tests.

FTDC parents had generally positive perceptions: 92.2% agreed that they can be honest at team
meetings, 85.2% agreed they are comfortable speaking at family team meetings, 78.7% agreed

that the process of getting their children back is fair, and 76.2% agreed that they had a say in the
decision that affect them and their children. The control parents had more mixed results, some

similar to the FTDC but with important differences: 92.8% agreed that they can be honest at
team meetings, 82.2% agreed they are comfortable speaking at family team meetings, 57.1%

agreed that the process of getting their children back is fair, and 57.1% agreed that they had a say
in the decision that affect them and their children.

NRPVYC evaluators ran a series of statistical tests to determine ifFTDC and control parents had

different perceptions of the court process than control group parents which are depicted in Table
2 and Figure 6. FTDC parents had significantly more positive perceptions of the court

process on several items. FTDC parents perceived the court process as more fair than control



parents. FTDC parents agreed more strongly that their voice was heard in team meetings than

control parents. FTDC parents agreed more strongly that they had a say in the decisions that

affected them and their children than did control parents. FTDC parents believed they received
praise from their case manager and the judge when they made progress towards their goals more

so than control parents believed. FTDC parents also reported feeling that they could go to their
case manager with concerns about their ability to meet their goals more so than did control

parents.

I can go to my case manager with any concerns I have about
my ability to meet my goals.*

I receive praise from the judge when I make progress toward
my goals.*

I receive praise from my case manager when I make
progress toward my goals.*

I know what needs to be done to get my children returned to
me.

I have access to the services that I need to get my children
returned to me.

The main goal of this process is to get my children returned
to me.

I can be honest in team meetmgs.

I have a say in the decisions that affect me and my
children.*

My voice is heard at family team meetings.*

I am comfortable speaking at family team meetings.

The process of getting my children back is fair.*

a Control •FTDC

Figure 6. FTDC and control parent mean perceptions of the court process.
*p<.05.

FTDC and control parents agreed that they felt comfortable speaking and being honest in team
meetings. Additionally, they both also agreed that the main goal of the process is to get their
children returned to them, that they know what they need to do to get their children returned to

them, and that they have access to the services they need to achieve that goal. Although none of
the mean differences were significant, the FTDC parents consistently agreed more strongly

that did control parents. Overall, FTDC parents felt they were more heard by the court

and that they received more praise from the judge and their caseworkers than control

group parents.



Conclusions

The Lancaster County FTDC is an alternative court process for the rehabilitation of parents

responsible for child abuse or neglect due to substance use. The FTDC is distinguished from the
traditional juvenile court by five characteristics: 90-day review hearings, monthly family team
meetings, specialized case workers, trauma informed services, and a reward structure for

successes. Over the last five years the Nebraska Resource Project for Vulnerable Young

Children evaluation has demonstrated that families on the FTDC proceed through the
court process more quickly, through both reunification and termination of parental rights,

and that parents experience the court process as significantly more fair than other parents.
These findings are consistent with a vast literature that demonstrates adult criminal and family

drug courts are more successful than traditional court processes because the judge and other

professionals get to know the participants in more frequent and substantive meetings, the parties

tailor the services to the participants needs, and because the participants feel they have a say in

the decisions that are made about them (see, Fessinger, Hazen, Bahm, Cole-Mossman,

Heideman, & Brank, 2019; Gifford, Eldred, Vemerey, & Sloan, 2014; Kaiser & Holtfreter,
20 i 6).

Alternative courts, such as the FTDC, require more time on the court's calendar than do

traditional dependency court cases because of the more frequent team meetings and review

hearings, which are essential to ensure the design of such courts. Family team meetings allow the

parties, including the judge, to get regular updates on the parents' progress toward their case

goals as well as identify and address the barriers to progress. Additionally, the meetings ensure
the parents have a voice in the court process by getting their input on the decisions made about

them informally. Finally, during these meetings the parents meet with the judge for even a few
minutes. During these interactions the judge gets an update directly from the parents and asks

them if they are need anything. Additionally, the judge praises the parents and offers
encouragements when appropriate. Our evaluation demonstrates that these meetings and
interactions improve the parents' experiences with the court which directly predicts whether

parents will engage m rehabilitation plan. The findings of our evaluations, recently published m
the Journal of Experimental Criminology demonstrated that FTDC children are more likely
reunify with their parents because they experience the court process as more fair and therefore

participate in services more consistently on average (Fessinger et al., 2019). The FTDC requires

more resources from the court immediately (such as time on the Judge's docket), however, in the

long term, families on the drug court feel more heard by the court and participate more

consistently in services which results in the cases closing in fewer days.



Table 1. Mean difference significance testing for case progression (Control group n = 44; All FTDC Track jtt=190).
Closed Cases Reunification Voluntary Relinquishmenf Termination of Parental Rights

Petition to Case Closure

Disposition to Case Closure

Petition to Reunification

Reunification to Case Closure

Petition to MTPR

MTPR to Case Closure

Petition to Relinquishment

Relinquishment to Case

Closure

Petition to TPR

TPR. to Case Closure

Control

FTDC

Control

FTDC

Control

nnc

Control

FTDC

Control

FTDC

Control

FTDC

Control

FTDC

Control

FTDC

Control

FTDC

Control

FTDC

N

33

136

33

132

15

73

15

73

10

40

10

40

8
45

8
45

5

12

5

12

M{SD)

678.7(313.4)

507.0 (227.6)

539.7 (306.4)

413.2(219.6)

394.7 (234.1)

304.3 (207.8)

273.9(253.0)

155.0(130.1)

518.5 (235.6)

425.7 (127.7)

423.3 (251.3)

233.4(95.9)

610.0 (136.4)

459.0 (146.6)

347.9 (257.2)

1S6.6 (97.5)

771.6(224.0)

481.7(144.6)

282.4 (261.9)

127.8 (61.5)

F(df}

12.9(1,167)***

7.4(1,163)**

2.3 (1, 86)

7.2 (1, 86)**

2.9 (1, 48)

14.9(1,48)***

7.3(1,51)**

10.2(1,51)**

10.3(1,15)**

4.0 (I, 15)

N

15
74

15

72

IS

79

15

72

5

5

5
4

4

4

4

3

M(SD)

668.6 (337.4)

453.0(223.8)

530.0 (320.0)

353.1 C214.2)

357.1 (232.3)

29S.6 (204.9)

273.9(253.0)

156.6(130.3)

439.2 (238.8)

436.6 (45.7)

488.0 (322.8)

247.0(61.3)

587.5 (120.9)

509.0 (80.5)

45S.O(3I4.4)

273.3 (167.8)

F{dj)
9.6 (1, 87)**

7.03 (1, 85)**

1.1(1,95)

6.9(1,85)**

0.0(1,8)

2.1(1,7)

1.2(1,6)

0.8(1,5)

N

9

46

9

46

4

4

4

3

7

39

6
34

8
52

8
45

3

9

2

8

M(SD}

923.1 (309.5)

646.5 (187.9)

791.7(278.1)

541.5 (196.5)

596.3 (275.4)

277.3 (206.9)

449.3 (385.5)

465.7 (325.6)

527.9(171.1)

457.1 (158.2)

462.S (293,1)

235.3(100.0}

610.0(136.3)

494.5 (181.7)

347.9 (257.2)

186.6(97.5)

722.3 (320.8)

510,7(136.4)

395.5 (40S.O)

143.3 (64.8)

F{df}

13.0(1,53)***

10.6(1,53)**

3.4(1,6)

0.0(1,5)

1.2 (1,44)

13.2(1,38)***

3.0(1,58)

10.2(1,51)**

2,8 (1,10)

4.2 (1, 8)

N

5

14

5

14

6

15

5

14

2

10

2
9

6
14

5

12

M(ffl?)

1054.0 (373.6)

614.7(158.1)

909.6(351.6)

520.5 (160.0)

576.5(229.1)

384.5 (98.5)

421.S (349.8)

235.4(100.5)

777.5 (96.9)

499.5 (I9S.9)

545.0 (540.2)

204.0 (102.3)

701.8(263.4)

465.8 (149.4)

282.4(261,9)

127.8 (61.5)

F(df}
13.7(1,17)**

11.5(1,17)**

7.5 (1, 19)*

3.5 (1, 17)

3.5 (1,10)

4.0 (1, 9)

6.6 (1,18)*

4.0 (1,15)

Note: TP'R.== Termination of Parental Rights. The mean of one group is considered significanUy different from fee mean of another if the means are outside the standard deviations of each other. P-valuestell scientists how
certain they can be about the presence of a different between groups. Social scientists use p-value less than .05 as the cut-off for statistical significance ~ meaning that social scientists are comfortable stating two means are
different when we are 95% certain. P=.05 indicates we are 95% certain fee groups are different, P= .01 means we are 99% certain, and P= .001 means we are 99.9% certain there is a difference between the group's means.
***^< .001, **p< .01, */?< .05



Table 2. Univariate Analyses of Variance (ANOVA) comparing FTDC and control parents5 perceptions of the court process at most recent intervie-w
(FTDC: n = 155; control: n = 28).

Item FTDC Mean (SD) Control Mean (SD) DF F

The process of getting say children back is fair. 4.1 (1.2)

I am comfortable speaking at family team meetings. 4.4 (1.0)

My voice is heard at family team meetings. 4.4 (0.9)

I have a say in the decisions that affect me and my children. 4.1 (1.1)

I can be honest in team meetings. 4.6 (0.7)

The main goal of this process is to get my children returned to 4.7 (0.7)
me.

I have access to the services that I need to get my children 4.4 (1.0)
returned to me.

I know what ueeds to be done to get my children returned to me. 4.6 (0.8)

I receive praise from my case manager when I make progress 4.3 (1.2)

toward my goals.

I receive praise from the judge when I make progress toward 4.5 (1.0)
my goals.

I can go to my case manager with any concerns I have about my 4.2 (1.2)
ability to meet my goals.

3.5 (1.5)

4.0(1.1)

3.4(1.3)

3.5 (1.5)

4.5 (0.9)

4.5 (1.0)

4.1 (1.3)

4.5 (0.8)

3.6(1.4)

3.8(1.2)

3.5(1.5).

1,181

1,181

1,180

1,181

1,181

1, 181

1,181

1, 181

1,181

1,181

1,181

5.8

2.5

22.

4.8

0.6

1.5

2.3

.79

5.9

13.

6.4

.02*

.11

.03*

.42

.23

.13

.38

.02*

.01*

Note. The mean of one group is considered significantly different from the mean of another if the means are outside the standard deviations of each other. P-values tell scientists how
certain they can be about the presence of a different between groups. Social scientists use p-value less than .05 as the cut-off for statisticaJ significance - meaning that social scientists
are comfortable stating two means are different when we are 95% certain, p = .05 indicates ws are 95% certain the groups are different. * Significant at the/? < .05 leve
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STATE OF NEBRASKA
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 0V CHILD WELFARE

Suite Gipitol, P.O. Box 94604
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509-4604

4.02-471-4211
Toll Free 855-4GO-67M.

Fax 4.02-471-4.277

oiR@leff.ne.^ov

September 15, 2020

Dear Governor Ricketts, Justices of the Nebraska Supreme Court, and Members of the Nebraska Legislature:

In accordance with Neb. Rev. Stat. §43-4331, it Is our honor to present the Office of Inspector General of

Nebraska Child Welfare (OIG) Annual Report for Fiscal Year 2019-2020. We submit this report together as

Ombuds Rogers served as Inspector General throughout the fiscal year, and Inspector General Carter began her

term at the beginning of September,

There are both old and new issues confronting the child welfare and juvenile justice systems in Nebraska. As

was noted in tlie OIG's first annual report and each year thereafter, DHHS has not met the statutory caseload

requu'ement for child welfare caseworkers responsible for keeping maltreated children safe and delivering

quality services. There remain too many attempted suicides and suicides of youth who are system-involved. And

complaints about children's placement outside their home, child well-being, initial assessment, permanency,

case management, and visitation persist.

Recent developments that impact these systems include the significant physical and programmattc changes to

the Youth Rehabilitation and Treatment Centers (YRTCs), implementation of the Family Fu-st Prevention

Services Act, and transfer of private case management from PromiseShip to St. Francis Ministries in Douglas

and Sarpy Counties. It cannot be overstated that these changes, no matter how well-intentioned, greatly affect

communities, staff, and the children and families served.

As a newcomer to Nebraska and her position, the newly confirmed Director of the Division of Children and

Faintly Services, Stephanie Beasley, has shown an understanding of the importance of oversight in government
We look forward to a productive relationship with her and her team to better learn from harms within child

welfare in order to prevent similar tragedies in the future.

Finally, we would be remiss if we didn't acknowledge the COVtD pandemlc and the enormous challenges it has

brought to families and those that serve them. Hard decisions contmue to be made throughout the systems about

keeping children and youth safe, while staying connected to family.

We remain committed to promoting accountability and integrity in Nebraska's child welfare and juvenile justice

systems. Thank you for your time and attention to this report,

Respectfully,

^k.^^/L-C.L'JoL

'•J&mtifecA. Ca'rfer



941 0 St, Ste. 325 • Lincoln, NE 68508 • legalaidofnebraska.org

phn (402) 435-2161 • tf (800) 742-7555 • fax (402) 435.2171

September 15, 2020

Hon. Stephanie Stacy, Judicial Resources Chair
Nebraska Supreme Court
State Capitol Building, Rm. 2219
Lincoln, NE 68509

RE: Judicial Vacancy in the Separate Juvenile Court of Lancaster County

Dear Justice Stacy and Commission Members:

This letter concerns the potential judicial vacancy in the Separate Juvenile Court of Lancaster County due to the
recent retirement of Hon. Linda S. Porter. Legal Aid of Nebraska has had a contract to do juvenile court cases in
Lancaster County for over 30 years, so we are very familiar with the work in this Court. This work has been
conducted by an exceptionally experienced team, led by our Managing Attorney Patrick Carraher.

As Executive Director of Legal Aid, I urge you to declare a vacancy so that this Judicial position may be filled as
soon as possible. If the number of juvenile judges in Lancaster County is reduced, we will see delays in every
part of the child welfare system. This would be tragic, because child welfare needs are urgent. Abused children
need safety. Homeless children need a place to live. The parents of these children need professional services.
We simply cannot limit timely access to such services.

In addition to hearing cases, the judges of the Separate Juvenile Court of Lancaster County have always been
leaders in initiatives such as "Through The Eyes of The Child" and various problem solving courts. The entire
State of Nebraska benefits from the leadership provided by our juvenile judges. If the number of juvenile Judges in
Lancaster County is reduced, I would fear that our judges would no longer have any time to devote to these
matters, and entire state would suffer.

Lancaster County continues to experience a rapid population growth. We need to insure that our courts can
continue to meet the needs of our growing population. A reduction in the number of juvenile court judges would
be a backwards step for Lancaster County.

I appreciate your attention to our concerns, and again urge you to declare a vacancy for this judicial position. I
would also ask that this letter be included with the materials for the Judicial Resources Commission Hearing
scheduled for September 17,2020.

Sincerely,

-^-/^•^
Milo Mumgaard,
Executive Director

OMAHA • 8ANCROFT • LINCOLN • NORFOLK • GRAND ISLAND • NORTH PLATTE • SCOTTSBLUFF • LEXINGTON



To: Members of the Judicial Resources Commission,

From: Douglas L. Luebe, County Judge, 6th Judicial District

I fully support filling the vacancy in the Sixth Judicial County Court District due to Judge Kurt

Rager's retirement, with the home court to remain in Dakota County. Below ! explain my reasons for

this opinion.

Since graduating from Creighton law School in 1984, until the present, i have worked within the

Dakota County Court system as a prosecutor, defense attorney, GAL, parent's attorney, attorney for

other litigants and judge. I had clients from around the TRI-State area. In 2003 i was appointed to the

County Court Bench in the 6lh judicial District. My primary counties are Cedar, Dixon, and Thurston

Counties. I also regularly sit in Dakota County. My home court is Cedar County. Throughout the past 36

years there has been a fulltime county court judge in Dakota County.

To ensure a current understanding of the Dakota County workload, except for one occasion, I

have been the sole Judge in that court since Judge Rager's retirement July 31,2020. Do not

misunderstand, a good number of judges offered a helping hand but I thought it important for me to get

a good feel for Dakota County's circumstances before submitting this recommendation.

Obviously t could not have done so without the cooperation of the each county court staff,

prosecutors, defense bar, and the civil litigants and their attorneys.

Over the last 36 years, circumstances in Dakota County have changed. Below are my relevant

observations;

A. Even more so than in 1984, the geographic and demographic particulars of the

approximately 20,000 people in Dakota County have changed; they are not typical of the

ordinary rural county in Nebraska. For example, routinely many criminal, juvenile, and some

civil cases are conducted in languages such as: Somali (muitipie times), Mum (one of many

Guatemalan dialects), Oromo, Hispanic (multiple times) Tigrinya, French, Marshallese,

Chukeese/ and Egyptian. There are also demands for Laotian, Vietnamese, Mandarin (a

form of Chinese), Burmese, and Karin. Frequently/ there are as many as four or more cases

needing interpreters in one day. Often, two different language interpreters are needed in

one case. The additional time required to properly conduct such proceedings is substantial,

and is frequently increased due to the ittiganfs lack of understanding of how our court

system operates. It !s one thing for a court with numerous judges to divide these types of

oroceedines between them. but it is com&jeteiy different when the additional time

demands are placed on one judge. Many of the needed interpreter services must be

accessed through some electronic means which, especially where testimony occurs, is all

too often less than ideal. The Supreme Court's website directory for interpreters does not

list interpreters for some of these languages; we then need to seek out the Court's

coordinator to locate and schedule the needed interpreter, or sometimes we go through a
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teleconference service called Language Line, These circumstances clearly come within the

scope of your deliberations under multiple subsections of Neb. Rev. Stat. § 24-1206 (1).

B. You are required under §24-1206 to consider the weighted caseload reports, which proclaim

they are to "provide objective. standardized determinations of resource needs". I was

unable to find the formula used to determine the weight of each type of case. However, as I

understand concerning certain Juvenile cases, the practice has been to assign to specialized

separate juvenile court cases, double the weight assigned to a similar case before a county

court judge, County Court Jurisdiction requires the judge to wear many more hats than a

separate Juvenile Court judge. Indeed, unless Just recently decided, it is currently up for

debate whether that "double weight" practice should be continued under the new workload

study just completed. To appropriately consider this data/ such adjustments should be

known to you if in fact such adjustments occur in any type of case. Clearly, such

adjustments at least give the appearance that the weights assigned are not "standardize

determinations" as they purport to represent. As a result, such adjustments coutd

significantly impact your decisions on this vacancy or future vacancies; and could also

impact your decisions under §24-1206(2) addressing future recommendations to the
Legislature. These adjustments also raise concerns under the Indian Child Welfare Act. it

would appear a Native American, or non-native child, in Sarpy» Douglas or Lancaster Juvenile

Court would then be entitled to twice the judicial resources as a Native American child

before the Dakota County/ Thurston County, Knox County, Scottsbluff County Court, or

other county court. This is important here because a significant number of Dakota County

residents are Native American. The Winnebago and Omaha reservations are located in the

adjacent County of Thurston.

C. Implicit in both A and B above, ts the complex family disruption dynamic, the breakdown of

the family phenomenon, found within the small but diverse population of Dakota County.

Further, gang activity/ the interactions/contiicts between the various racial and ethnic

groups, their societal norms, and the norms represented in part by our Constitutions and

Statutes/ all of which are enhanced by the substance abuse piague within on our society.

These factors greatly impact the Criminal and Juvenile areas of the law, and should not be

minimized. The demands of such cases show no signs of decreasing. These circumstances

justify our Supreme Court's focus exhibited by the "Through the Eyes of a Child" program. A

program which promotes and encourages judges to take more time, and increase

interaction with the child in the courtroom, A practice widely adopted by rural judges as

confirmed by a recent study available to the Court Administrator's Office.

D. 1 was told to be prepared to answer why there should be four county judges in the District

when there are only three district judges. By its very nature the county court is where the

very basics of daily life are dealt with much more frequently and more rapidly. The rapidity

is required by the Supreme Court's case progression standards and various statutes of

limitations; and is met in part by the daily, weekly or at least more frequent, appearance by

the county court judge. At !east three of the counties in District 6 typically only see a district
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judge a couple of half days a month. Which is one of the reasons why in the last three

annua! case load reports of this District show a significant number (10.5 to 7.8%) of the

domestic relations cases filed in district court requested a county court judge to hear the

case.

Your decision on any vacancy should not be overly skewed by a weighted caseload

spreadsheet. Each vacancy has other unique factors to consider. Our Supreme Court has often

stated, each case be considered on a "case by case" basis. It seems proper that each vacancy be

considered on a vacancy by vacancy basis.

Thank you for considering my comments. I regret my personal circumstances/ due to the

pandemic concerns, present my appearance before you. The social distancing comment in your

notice for this hearing, and precautions urged by orders of the Supreme Court, dictated

prudence must prevail over my desire to appear in person.

Dated: September 16,2020

DOUGLAS L. LUEBE

COUNTY COURT JUDGE-6THJUDICAL DISTRICT
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Mussmann, Dawn

From: Janet GEII <Janet.gili@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 5:04 PM
To: Mussmann, Dawn

Subject: Dakota County Judge Position

Ms Dawn Mussmann,

As a Dakota County Commissioner/ I was planning to come to the hearing tomorrow in Lincoln

regarding the replacement of Judge Ragerin Dakota County. I wil! not be able to make it now

due to a family matter.

I would like to advocate on behalf of area citizens that the position remains based in Dakota
City, Nebraska. There are several points that justify that our retiring judge be replaced in

Dakota County:

• Large case numbers in this district (second only to Dodge County/Fremont area).

• Dakota County's location in a tri-state area (NE/IA/SD) and part of the Siouxiand metre
area with a population of over 100/000 impacts the volume and types of cases handles.

• Meat Packing plants are a major employer in the Siouxland area and have many

employees whom are not native English speakers. Cases that may involve non-Engtish

speaking individuals typically require additional time and resources to ensure adequate

translation and interpretive services.

• Dakota County borders Thurston County/ which includes the Omaha and Winnebago

Indian Reservations. Due to unique legal structure with cases involving Native

Americans, additional casework is often required surrounding the Indian Child Welfare

Act.

In summary/the unique location and demographics of this region justify the replacement of
Judge Ragerwlth another Judge based in Dakota City NE., Dakota County.

Thanks for your consideration and feel free to contact me if you have any additional questions.

Sincerely/

Janet Gill
Dakota Couty Commissioner

712/259-5938


